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Notebook
Strike Postmortem
•
Before we close the chapter on the FerryMorse Seed Company strike I'd like to correct
an erroneous impression that some union members may have assumed as a result of a column
I wrote on the subject.
I am told that the thing that triggered
their antipathy towards this neN,espaper was
this statement:
"Things may be tough afl over, but at
this very minute there are an awful lot of
people who never had it so good."
I do not retract the statement, but rather
amplify it. I never had it so good as I do today,
though I am working harder than I ever have
in my life. We all are. Most people have good
cars, some two or three; make better salaries,
than ever before, and generally live on a higher level of environment.
Maybe if "we never had it so good" isn't
quite right," let's say,"we never had so many
opportunities for a good life as we do now."
How's that?
The Caboose and I...
We answered a question asked many times
of us these past few days on the editorial page
this week. It's about the lil red caboose!
The Election's Over
I don't know whether it's my imagination
or whether the incidents are facts . . . but have
you noticed that we're getting more traffic
tickets these days than before the city elections?
Because a lot of the residents of Commercial Avenue park their vehicles on the bridge
on Commercial Avenue, we're right vulnerable, we know. But honestly, I commented
many times about our alleged violations during the campaign period with no little yellow
envelopes on our windshields.
Speaking of violation* ad vulnerability,
I'm wondering if we really should get all those
tickets. Here's why.
There's a sign at the end of the bridge that
says "No Parking Between Signs." But there's
a little bit of confusion . . . we just can't find
that other sign that we're parking between if
we park on the bridge.
Then too, the curbs of the bridge are
painted yellow, but there's no parking signs
anywhere around. We'll pay 'em as we get 'em,
but gee we wish we did have some parking
apace round here somewhere 'bouts . . Free!
rail Come!
There's going to be a rather important
Meeting with some high level folks at the Derby Cafe Thursday night to talk about the LatinAmerican Friendship Center. Governors Louie
Nunn and Buford Ellington are sending some
top-flight people in here to help us get this
project rolling. It would mean an awful lot if
we had a good crowd there to let both State
officials know that the community is behind
the Center's proposal.
Because there are no funds available as
yet to go after the project the dinner will be
necessarily Dutch treat, with a planned menu.
If you ?re an individual who is interested
In getting iii lustry for Fulton we think there
is no better way than to help do what you can
to get a giant tourist industry here.
And if you don't think the Friendship Center has no chance of becoming a reality, why
not come to the meeting just the same to give
us your views on the matter. Fulton needs you
NOW.
The Christmas Plaza
Isn't that a festive sounding name? It is,
and original too.
That's what the members of the Art Guild
have dubbed the area next to the City Drug
Company where Cabana City was located during the recent Banana Festival.
The ladies also refer to it as The Mall,
which is another nice appendage.
Now here's a good project for some enterprising civic group. Some volunteer labor
could be secured to paint the area up looking
real pretty like, potted flowers could be planted along the way and many a gathering could
be held right there in the heart of Lake Street.
Charles Reams, Nathan Wade, et al, don't
you think this would be a good start on the
City Beautification program?
•
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Officials To Discuss
Friendship Center

Lt.-Gov. Ford To
Address Local Elks

The opportunity to take some concrete action on a massive tourist industry is at hand
today (Thursday.)
A dinner meeting at the Derby Cafe at
6:15 p. m. sharp, tonight, followed by a progress report on the Latin-American Friendship
Cent?r plans will be held with many local and
area leaders and representatives from the governors of Tennessee and Kentucky.
It is the first time that a meeting, coordinating the tourist and industrial representa-.
tives of both states has been held in connection
with the Friendship Center project.
A huge response has been
received at the Chamber of Department of Public InformaCommerce from persons plan- tion of Kentucky, John Vanderning to attend the Dutch treat weir, of the Department of
dinner. The meeting is plan- Planning of Kentucky will repned to
make future plans to resent Governor Louie Nunn and
establish the Latin - Ameri- Harry O'Donnell, of the Tourist
can Friendship Center here. Promotion Department of the
Ken Hart, representing the State of Tennessee will represent his agency and Governor
Buford Ellington.
In addition George Collins
and his associates from the
consulting firm of Ernst and
Ernst will attend the meeting
to bring up to date some information contained in the feasibility study.
Thus far about 30 persons
The annual meeting of the have made plans to attend. A
International Banana Festival good representation of the civic
Board of Directors will be held, leaders of Fulton and South
Thursday night December 11th., Fulton is urged In order to im7.30 p.m. in the offices of the press upon the visiting digniChamber of Commerce. This is taries the community's Interest
a most important meeting.
in this vast tourist industry.
This will be a combined meetIf you have not dime
so,
ing of the old 1969 Board and please notify Mrs. Cavite Olive
the appointees to the new 19'70 at the Chamber of Commerce
Board. There will be a full that you will attend. Reservafinancial report of the 1969 tions will close at 8 a.m. ThuFestival followed by the election rsday morning.
of new officers, president, first
Price of the meal is $2.50.
and second vice president,secThose who have already made
retary and treasurer for 1970. reservations
at press time
The date for the 1970 Fes- Wednesday
afternoon were:
tival has been set for Septem- Harry Allison, Mildren Freeber 10th., 11th., and 12th. Keep man, Lorene Hardin, Mrs. Henthis in mind as you travel about don Wright, James Needham,
the country
and write your Kenneth Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
friends.
(Continued on page 6)

Eighth Festival
To Be Staged
September 10-12

Children's Art Show, Choral
Singing Guild's Presentation
The twin cities of FultonSouth Fulton will have
the
privilege of enjoying a Christmas Music and Art Festival
sjxmored by the Twin Cities'
Art Guild, to encourage expressions of the real meaning
of Christmas in painting, drawing and music.
Students in Fulton-South Fulton schools are urged to participate in this first Arts Festival. Students may submit work
in oil, watercolor, pastel, pen
and ink, pencil and crayola.
The work must be on white
manilla paper or poster board.
There will be four groups,

Union City Hiway
Open For Traffic
For the past year, it has
taken motorists approximately
6 to 10 minutes longer to drive
to Union City, or vice versa.
Since Highway 51 South was
closed for construction, there
have been numerous accidents.
Many
involved large trucks
which had difficulty in making
the sharp curves.
The highway was re-opened
Monday, December 1, after a
long awaited year. The cloverleaf is the junction of US 51
and the Purchase Parkway and
is located just south of the Kentucky state line on the Union
City-Fulton highway.

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford will be the principal speaker at the annual Christmas program
and supper sponsored by the Elks Club, John
Joe Campbell chairman of the speaker's committee announced today. The event will be
held at the Holiday Inn on December 11 at 7:00
p. M.
The dinner, one of the major
activities of the local fraternal
group, is staged to raise funds
to bring a happier Christmas
to needy chldren in the twin
cities.

Lt.-Gov. Wendell Ford

Ford is also President of
the State Senate, Chairman of
the Legislative Research Commission and a member of the
Kentucky Turnpike Anthority,
the Archives and RecordsCommission, and the State Property
Ford, a much sought after and Buildings Commission.
public speaker will bring a
He is a member of the
message of holiday significance Executive Committee
of the Nato the large number of members tional Lieutenant
Governors'
and guests expected to attend the Conference. He is
also Kenevent.
tucky Chairman for the 1969
March of Dimes for funds to
Tne Lieutenant Governor's
control birth defects.
wide experience in community
Ford, a forty-four year old
affairs and the problems of
native of Owensboro, Kentucky,
the needy, achieved during his
has been a consistent worker
long service as a state and
in state, national and internanational figure and as a distional civic affairs. He was
tinguished lawmaker will give
a special impetus to the annual chosen the outstanding young
man of his community in 1954
holiday program of the local
and was voted one of the three
Elks.
outstanding young men in Kentucky in 1955. Ford was elected
State President of the Jaycees
for 1934-55. Moving up, he
served as National President
of the Jaycees in 1956-57 and

A Thanksgiving Visitor Sheds
Light On God's Work On Earth (c-thnued -Page"'
The phrase "beautiful people," has come
to remind us of the socially smart, well dressed, and sophisticated people navigating in the
whirl of the Washington social scene.
We've read about them, even know some
of them. But Saturday night, right here in Fulton we met one of the most beautiful people
we've ever known. This is not to mean that she
is a madonna-like individual that the slick
magazines may have reference to, though our
new friend is most attractive.
But for sure she is madonna-like inside, in
I.
her heart, her mind her outlook on life, her fellowman and her faith.
Her name is Carroll English. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Ralph Wadlow of Fort Myers,
Florida She is the niece of Margaret Whitnel.

Alcoholic-Drug
Council To Meet

Lonnie Duncan
Joins Staff Of
City National

The
Twin
Cities—Fulton
County Council on A:coholism
City- National Bank announced
and Drug Education will meet
Tuesday, December 9, at 4:00 this week that Lonnie Duncan
p.m. at the Fulton Health Cen- has joined the staff as manager
ter. Leaders of civic organi- of the Installment Loan Departzations and the standing mem- ment.
Mr. Duncan, a native of Pabers of the Council are urged
to attend the important meet- ducah, comes to Fulton from
Mayfield, Kentucky where he
ing.
Don Brock, assistant co-or- was employed by First National
dinator of the alcohol program Bank of Mayfield. Prior to that
of the Regional Mental Health Mr. Duncan was employed by
Center, will make a presen- Friendly Finance Company havtation on drug abuse and what ing served in the Fulton office
can be done locally in the way from June of 1965 to October
of 1967. He served as manager
of preventive education.
for
The Council Is interested in of the Meyfieid_ office
co-ordinating the efforts of all Friendly Finance prior to joinin the community who are con- ing First National at Mayfield.
cerned about
Mr. Duncan, his wife, Judith,
the abuse
of
alcohol and drugs. If any com- and son Clark, age two, reside
munity organization is inter- at 407 Norman St. They are
ested in having an educational Baptist,
program on alcohol or drug
A big welcome back to Fulabuse, please attend this meet- ton to Lonnie, Judy and Clark.
ing. For information contact
the Fulton Mental Health Clinic
at 472-1760, or contact the
Chairman of the Council, Hunter
Whitesell at 472-1094.

according to grades; Primary,
Intermediate, Junior and Senior
It was our rare pleasure to other allied fields, to no avail.
High School. All work in lower become acquainted with her last
And suddenly last summer
grades must be turned in to Saturday
night
at a small Carroll made a momentous deteachers.
gathering
at
the
Whltnel home. cision in her life. Without telling
e,
Three prizes in each group She is 30, a handsome brunette
her family, she booked passage
will be awarded; 1st. prize, a and one of the most, if perhaps
to the Phillipines in search of
blue ribbon and $4.00; 2nd. not the most intellectually stimafar-away healer whose name
prize, a red ribbon and $2.00; ulating people ever to attempt
was Dr. Tony Agtaoa. Carroll
3rd. prize, a white ribbon.
conversation with this only did not go into the specifics
Name, grade and school must average intelligent reporter.
of making the appointment, nor
be written on the
back of
And what deserves all these the detailed background of her
posters.
travel plans.
superlatives?
Entries will be received only
(Continued on page 6)
It is the fact that in tnis
on Friday, December 12, at the
Chamber of Commerce Office world in which we live today,
where the norm is to seek a
at 302 Main Street.
All teachers in grades one kind of pseudo-security and live
through junior high are re- with it, Carroll began a search
quested to deliver or send the in her early life to find a
posters to the Chamber of Com- peace of mind, a faith to live
merce Office as early as pos- by, a mission to accomplish
sible on Friday, December 12. to leave some footprints on
Mrs. Mary Chamberlain 25 was at her home. She had len
Award winning posters, along the sands of time that she had year old mother of four, from her home to invite some neighbeen
here.
with as many others as space
Martin, Tennessee has been bors to have cake with her, a
Her life is too full and too missing since
permits, will be displayed in
November 15. it was her birthday.
Christmas
Plaza on Sunday amazing to delineate in one
Mrs. Chamberlain was wearThere has been no trace o
evening, December 14, 1969. short bit of writing in one small ing a green, yellow and red her, but it is believed that she
The hour will be announced newspaper. As a teacher in sweater with pink slacks, and was brought across the KenCuba she learned the language, no coat.She had no identification tucky State
later.
Line. It is believed
In connection with the Child- she sought out the philosophers, and the last time she was seen by her husband that she was
she
went
far
into
the
mountainren's Art Exhibit, there will
kidnapped.
LOSE TWO
also be a Christmas carol pro- tops to talk with the soothThere is a $100 reward to
sayers
in
the
remote
villages,
South Fulton lost both basket- anyone having any information
composed of children
gram
to
learn
of
their
healing
powers
ball games to Wing° Tuesday as to the whereabouts of this
through the sixth grades.
45-50 woman. Anyone who can give
The following churches will and their influences among their night, the "B" game
and the "A" game 45-49.
participate as groups for the pagan neighbors.
information as to her whereYou see, for most of her
caroling around the Christmas
abouts, please notify the Martin
PILOTS
WIN
tree. Antioch Baptist, First adult life Carroll has been quite
or Fulton Police Dept, or conThe Fulton
County
High tact
Baptist, South Fulton Baptist, ill, with a malady that even
her husband, HaroldChamdefeated
School
"Pilots"
specialists
the
in
the arena
of
First Christian and Trinity
berlain, in Martin, Tennessee.
"Bulldogs"
59-55
Fulton
High
medical
science
could
not
Episcopal. Cumberland PresHis telephone number is Area
diagnose, nor cure.
in a basketball game here Tues- Code
(Continued on page 6)
901-587-6525
She went to specialists in day night.
(Photo on page 6)

Reward Offered For Martin
Woman Believed Kidnapped

Lonnie Duncan
WINDOWS OPEN
Fulton Postmaster Joe Treas
announced this week that the
local postoffice windows would
be open all day on Saturday
December 6 and 13 to accommodate patrons.

News Extends Forum For Labor Leader's Views Of His Arrest
Charles E. Mingus, active in the labor negotiations at the Ferry-Morse Seed Company
strike spent six hours in the Fulton City Jail
on Saturday, November 22. His brush with
Police Judge Don Hill and City Prosecutor
James Warren came about because he allegedly called the local court proceedings "a kangaroo court."
Mingus, a veteran of the labor negotiation wars, was fined 30 hours in the local jail,
but was released after six hours when a Kentucky statute, (specifying that a person can be
held only six hours in the city jail on such a
charge) was called to the attention of local law
enforcement officials.
The labor negotiator appears
to be no novice of the laws
governing court procedures.
In fairness to Mr. Mingus,
and others,the News herewith,
publishes•letter handed to the

Ing with the policy of this newspaper to serve as a public
forum for individuals to express
their views of local events.
The News has learned since
the court proceedings of No-

was issued by the Fulton Count,
Court. Her trial was set for
December 2 before Judge John
E Cruse.
In discussing Mrs. Conn's
encounter with Mr. Warren in
police court on November 22,
County Attorney James Am berg, Judge Cruce and Mrs.
Coon's attorney from the law
firm of Carroll Hubbard and
Associates of Mayfield, they
were of the opinion that Warren's proceedings were to put
Mrs. Conn under a peace bond.
A story of the charges placed
against Mrs. Conn and a result of a hearing conducted before Judge Cruce appear elsewhere in this issue.
Here is Mr. Mingus' letter:
"This past Saturday, November 22, 1969, the Headlines
of the Fulton Daily Leader read
"UNION NEGOTIATOR JAILED
FOR CONTEMPT OF COURT."

Negotiator for the
a Union
American Federation of Grain
Millers from Louisville was
Jailed. How Mrs. Frances Coon
we', placed under a $1,000.00
Peace Bond. Trial for two
others set. The article Was
not biased nor slanted however
sequencing was not followed in
proper order.
'I (Mingus) was in Court
as a personal friend to the two
others. When Trial was set at
a later date all persons rose to
leave the court room. Mrs.
Frances Coon was held and told
she was under arrest. Being
a personal friend of Mrs. Conn
also I remained with her to
ascertain what was wrong and
how I might help her. A Peace
Bond Warrant against her was
read once and upon her request
was read a second time. Although it turned out later that
the Bond was for 21,000.00,

rather than $1,000.00, was read.
"City Attorney James Warren, lashed out at Mrs. Conn
in a most aggressive verbal
manner. Warren stated that he
was a friend of the party swearing out the Peace Bond Warrant
and spoke glowlingly of her
virtues. He then proceeded to
chastise Mrs. Conn with alThe charge of assault and
legations in front of the Court.
He twice asked her if she was battery against Mrs. Frances
ready to stand trial. Both times Conn was bound over to the
she advised him that she was January session of the Grand
not ready and that her attorney Jury following a hearing before
was not present. Warren finally Judge Elmer Cruce on Tuesagreed to permit Mrs. Conn to day afternoon.
call her attorney
and stated
Mrs. Conn was charged as a
that she could
have
forty
minutes to prepare her case. result of an altercation with
Mrs.
Mary Jeffress on the night
By this time, Mrs. Conn
November 19 following a
peered to
me to
be near of
hysteria as a result of Warren's meeting of the Grain Millers
union at the Holiday Inn.
verbal barrage.
"Mrs. Conn and I left the
Bond for Mrs. Conn was set
Court Room and were permitted
,_„__
„„,
at $500. She la also under a

Mrs. Conn Is
Bound Over To
Grand Jury

mobs,From
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The Controversy Raging 'Round The Caboose
Is Silly; Keep It For A Real Attraction
The storm of controversy raging around the little ole red ca—
boose on Lake Street is the most
ridiculous effort we've encountered in many years. Whether it
should be removed or carted away
has become a "cause celebre," the
likes of which we've never seen.
Proponents of the giant decision as to whether it should remain or stay have carried the implications into the far remote possibilities that if it is removed the
Illinois Central Railroad might revise some of its expansion plans
here.
Opponents of the issue as to
whether it should remain in its
position on Lake Street have dubbed it an eyesore and a blight on •
the community.
How silly can you get in thisworld?
People have asked us in the
most serious tones if we intend to
take a stand on the issue as though
it were a matter of life and death
to the absolute future of the twin
cities.
Well, we'll take a stand on the
matter.
We'll go back to the original
intent of the caboose. It was
sought after, in the beginning,
with the same high level discussion as it is today. It was intended
to have a place of honor in the
community as an indication that
Fulton is a railroad town and the
caboose's presence on the main
thoroughfare was a reminder to
all of us, and to the passers-by,
that a whale of a lot of railroading
has been going on in these parts,
and still is going on, for a good
many years past and in the future.

regalia.
If it is removed, as the Fulton City Commission proposes
that it should be, certainly there
will be no repercussions, or insult
to the heirachy of the Illinois Central Railroad. These people do
not predicate their business operations on such frivilous matters as
to whether we keep or remove
some indication of their operation
here.
On the other hand, renovating the caboose, making it a
source of community indication
that we appreciate this industry,
as we do all others, certainly
couldn't hurt one living breathing
bit.
To--tell you the truth, we'd
like to see a giant replica of the
world's largest banana pudding
put astride some tourists
thoroughfare one of these days.
Of all the inquiries made of us
during Banana Festival time the
one concerning the "world's largest banana pudding," tops them
all.
Give people something to talk
about and remember as they come
and leave Fulton. Yes, something
besides dirty alleys, burned down
buildings, slum areas and other
real eyesores in this community.
As for the folks who want it
removed as an eyesore and a traffic hazard we say poppy-cock. We
can hardly remember an accident
occuring because the caboose
obliterated somebody's vision.
And as for being an eyesore, we
suggest that the advocates of this
clean-up bit take a look at some
REALLY BIG nuisances on the
community scene that nobody
dare attack "for business reasons."

For all practical purposes we
Leave the caboose where it
still are a railroad community, is.
and as a matter of fact the entire
Paint it up, clean it up, use it
Banana Festival program came
into being as a result of our being as a tourist attraction, that can
a vast distribution center, via the really attract people. We hate to
railroads, for the fragile fruit from see things torn down. We like to
see things built up.
South and Central America.
And, in closing, we'd like to
As we see it, the caboose
should not be removed, but more, challenge the people who want
it should be renovated, made more the caboose to remain, if it does,
attractive, even embellish it to to undertake the task of making
such an extent that maybe a ba- it a real, tourist promotion.
nana car can be added with some
But if the people who want it
real promotion for the Banana to remain, just to win a silly batFestival year-round. Actually, it tle, and don't do anything about
wouldn't be too bad an idea to it, and it continues to get dismaybe move it to the Avenue of reputable looking, then go ahead
the Americas, with all its banana with the plans to remove it.

Tear Gas: When Is Its Personal Use Legal?
States Vary In Providing An Answer
Last spring, a gun owner sitting in his car not far from his
home in a Northeastern State was
approached by several policemen.
After checking his identification,
they asked to search his car trunk.
He gave permission. In the trunk
were his hunting rifle, a pellet
glin, and hunting gear. They examined and replaced these.
"They then searched the interior of my car," the gun owner
reported. "Under the front seat
they found a tear gas pistol which
I carried for protection, as I work
nights and must pass through a
questionable section of the town
on my way home. I did not know
that I needed a license for this
type of gun. This gun was confiscated, and I was arrested on a
charge of possessing a dangerous
A member ef the Keetucky Press Amisciathes
Ewen/ • class postage paid at Puttee, Ky. 43/41
Ss/cause ef verhsus weekly pipers in Fulton
Ore first el which was housided Ise 1111111.
Pvidialsed Every Thursday et The Year at WA
Commercial Ave. Puttee, Ky. 43041
Veiled see if Kentucky's "Beet AN Amore'
Weekly Pagers.
Addreeli an mail (suisstriptieris, change ef wt.
dress. Perms 3111) te Peet Office BOX $97
Puttee, Kentucky 431141

weapon."
Advised to plead guilty, the
gun owner did so. As he had no
previous record of arrest and it
was evident that he did not intend
to violate the law, he was released
on probation. After he returned
home, however, two policemen
arrived and confiscated all his
hunting guns. He was informed
that, having been convicted of a
misdemeanor, he could not keep,
them but could "sell them from
the police station within 90 days."'
Further court action, he said, resulted only in a 'conditional discharge"—conditional on his never
again in his life owning a gun.
In Kentucky and neighboring
Louisiana, the use of tear gas is
regulated by State statute with
legality depending on the design
of the device, its use, and the
granting of a permit.
The laws of Tennessee, Arkansas and Illinois prohibit the
use of tear gas for personal defense; in Georgia and Missouri the
legality of tear gas is in doubt due
to the nature of State laws. There
are no State laws restricting tear
gas in Alabama, Indiana or Mississippi.
NRA Magazine
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for years; we were too busy'to
realize that it was developlog.
If you will look back on Oin
numerous fads that you okier
ones have seen rise and fa,
LOVE'S PHILOSOPHY
you will see how they usual*
followed the same pattern. That
The fountains mingle with the river,
may be the reason that I, as
And the rivers with the ocean;
an old man, have not become
The winds of heaven mix forever,
as alarmed as some of my generation when some oddity of
With a sweet emotion;
human conduct got too much
Nothing in the world is single;
attention. I am always reminded
of a phrase from Horace--,'in
All things by a law devine
the consulship of Plancus." He
In one another's being mingle:is referring to the fact that
Why not I with thine?
he is not such a sheik ior
whatever the Latins called St,
See! the mountains kiss high heaven,
not so bouncy, not so Minh
given to attracting attention?s
And the waves clasp one another;
he once was.
No sister flower would be forgiven
I like the phrase, also,to die
If it disdained its brother;
some outbreak of human cipduct that can be dated quitelks
And the sunlight clasps the earth,
effectively and accurately ail a
And the moonbeams kiss the sea:consulship or a Presidential
What are all these kissings worth,
oldterm. Remember, you
timers, how often, in your boyIf thou kiss not me?
heard
older
people
hood, you
race is
fear that the whole
Percy Bysshe Shelley
sliding down a steep hill to
ruin. The subject might be jut
anything. politics, for example,
furnished a lot of Fidelity talk;
ficer, arrives at the camp to ver, a tough, resolute war vet- just one more such campaign as,
investigate the attempted mur- eran who returns from the tren- say, the one of 1900, seemed
FULTON'S
der of one of the German ches to build a better
life the last scenes of the tragedy.
prisoners. He quickly discovers for his family on the Avenue. Why, women, young and old,
that a massive escape is being
were wearing rats, horrible
planned for twenty-eight of HitTHE GAMES WERE COMING, things in themselves and sure
ler's most prized U-boat com- by Michael Anthony. This story signs of a breakup or breakmanders.
SY LUCY DANIEL
unfolds during the weeks pre- down of morals!
shoes
And patent-leather
YELLOW FLOWERS IN THE ceding the annual Carnival and
NIGHT RIDERS OF REEL- and contains all statute laws of ANTIPODEAN ROOM, by Janet the Southern Games. Leon has for men furnished many a text
FOOT LAKE, by Paul J. Van- the Commonwealth of a general Frame. "A skilled clerical already won some modest bi- for lamenting the corruption
derwood. The sanguinary strug- nature except those omitted worker, European of British cycle races and is in training of the young. Every new style
birth, twenty, single, not a for this greatest of all. He is in clothes or hair brought out
gle that sixty years ago en- pursuant to KRS 7.134.
army to defend the
gulfed Tennesseans in the ReelTHE CHALLENGE, by Billy convicted criminal, not suffer- so obsessed by his ambition to a standing
foot Lake region and captured Graham. This book is a chal- ing from physical, mental be the Champion that he has status quo or, usually, some
politically
placid, dismissed everything else from perfect time of moral conduct,
the attention of the nation, em- lenge to individuals, to society, iLlness,
braced issues that remain rel- to the nation and to the world beardless, Godfrey Rainbird his life, especially his girl as in the days of Father and
Mother or, preferably, Grandevant today—property
rights to recognize the hidden source was well qualified to be ac- friend, Sylvia.
pa and Grandma.
versus human rights and sim- of today's spiritual problems-- cepted as an assisted immiNEEDLEPOINT BOOK, by
Having spent most of my
ple justice versus the vagaries the reasons for our problems grant to New Zealand. He chose Sylvia Sidney. Here is one of
of jurisprudence. Rarely, how- of boredom, of loneliness, of New Zealand as a home be- the most charming books ever life in studying folklore in its
recall
forms, I can
many
ever, have they been as dra- racial strife and of international cause someone in the London written on a craft-a complete,
matically contested
as they war--and to seek the answers office knew someone who had very personal course in needle- dozens of similar fearful times.
!migrated to Australia and liked
"Whatever is, is wrong" could
were in 1908 at the lake.
where the answer can be found:
work by a mistress of the art,
ANYONE WANTING
THIS In acceptance of Jesus Christ it. This was the place he would liberally spiced with fascinating have been taken as a text for
many of the critics of the human
marry and have a family.
BOOK, WILL HAVE TO PUT as Savior and as Lord.
insights into the life of a fabled
THEIR NAME ON THE RETHE AVENUE, by
BOWMANVILLE BREAK, by
R. F star. Sylvia Sidney is well- race as they chawed their toSERVE LIST.
Sidney Shelley. Based on an Delderfield. This is the saga known as the leading lady of bacco around the country-store
The Fulton Public Library actual incident that occured in of life on an ordinary London such eminent Hollywood prois proud to announce that there a Canadian prisoner-of-war street from the First World ductions as "Sweet Scene," Mingus - is a seven volume set of Ken- camp, this book is for those War to 1948, richly peopled "Fury," and many others. She
tucky Revised Statutes in the who enjoy high tension adven- with a multiplicity of chara- Is somewhat less known as one (Continued from page 1)
Mrs.
Conn
library. It is a complete edition ture and suspense. Captain cters and families whose lives of this country's most talented Headquarters,
of the Kentucky Revised Statutes Robert Gallant, Intelligence Of- are linked to one man-Jim Car- and imaginative needlewomen. reached her attorney, Carroll
•
Hubbard, but was in such a
state she could not convey what
Mrs. Jack Moore,a recent bride was comwas happening. Upon her request I endeavored to explain
plimented with a lovely bridge and canasta
to Mr. Hubbard what was pepparty Tuesday evening given by Mrs. Felix
peeing. I stated that in,. 4rh
Gossum, Jr., and Miss Marjorie Puckett at
opinion the City Attorney
attempting to run the Court
the home of Mrs. Gossum on Third Street.
like a Kangaroo Court. Warren
came into the room in a rage
and interrupted me on several
Rev. Fr. Thomas Libs, rector of the Sacoccasions so I finally gave him
red Heart Catholic Church in Hickman, an- the
phone.
nounced that the new $40,000 parochial
"After Warren's telephone
school, begun last spring, is now nearing com- conversation with Mr. Hubbard,
December 6, 1929
Warren and I re-entered the
pletion and that Tuesday, November 29 was Court
Room. Warren
me
set aside for the dedication of the structure. why I was involvedasked
and I
The dedicatory sermon was delivered by answered that Mrs. Conn was
Capital stock of the Fulton Building and
personal friend and that I
Fr. F. J. Gettlefinger of the St. Catherine's adidn't
Loan Association was increased from $1,500,think that was any of
Church, New Haven, Ky., beloved former his businesi. At this time',"
000 to $2,000,000 at a stockholder's meeting
people
were walking in and out
pastor of the local parish, who started the
December 3. A sign of the healthy growth of
of the Court Room, talking and
first Catholic school there in 1928.
this firm was presented in Secretary J. E.
smoking. To my shock and surFollowing the services a dinner was ser- prise, Warren immediately
Fall's report, wherein he pointed out that in
ved to the clergy at the rectory by the ladies said; "Judge, I want this man
1917, when he assumed his secretaryship, real
held in Contempt of Court =
of the parish.
estate and stock loans totaled $38,790, and in
for calling
it
a Kangaroor
1929 total loans had grown to $628,919, with
Court." Warren then said
Harry Lee Waterfield, recently re-elected something about so many hour;
total net assets reading $637,402.47. Officers
jail or $30.00 and that he
as representative to the General Assembly in
for 1930, all re-elected, will consist of T. M.
wanted the hours in jail. I in.:
from Fulton and Hickman counties said that quired if I could make Bond
Franklin, President; A. M. Nugent, Treasurer,
he knew nothing of the Administration's phn but was told NO.
and J. E. Fall, Secretary.
"I was immediately escorted
to name Adron Doran, speaker of the House from
the Court Room. Warren'
and James P. Hanratty, Democratic floor shouted, "Shake that man
The Farmers' Bank is mailing out $20,000
down." I asked a friend of mind
in Christmas savings checks this week.
leader.
in the hall to call my attorney
"I was not approached," he told the Ful- in Louisville,
I was relieved of
ton County News in answer to a query as to the contents in my pockets and
In a spirited election in South Fulton, T.
within two minutes from the
N. Fields defeated S. A. McDade for Mayor
his opinion of the selections.
back of the Court Room to the
by 37 votes and the following councilmen
Judge's Bench I was stretcheE
were elected: J. S. Crockett, J. D. Hopkins,
An announcement of wide social import- out on the steel slate of Hen
ance in Fulton and West Kentucky is being Fulton Jail. Approximatel=
J. S. Jones, E. P. Jones, William Powers and
three and one half hours late
L. B. Reams.
made today by Mrs. Clay Carter McCollum of I found out from
a friend
the engagement and approaching marriage of visited me that I was in
30
hours
but
that
it
was reason
her daughter, Joan to Mr. Daniel McDade ably certain
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner of Fulton and
that I would
Baird, son of Mr. and Mrs. Horton Baird of released because of some tech
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Kelly of Union City narFulton. Miss McCollum, the daughter of the nicality and/or some iri
rowly escaped death Sunday when their car
regularity. I was brougtst be
late Clay Carter McCollum, is a graduate of fore
skidded and turned over twice below Troy.
the Judge and Attorney:*
Fulton High School and Bethel Women's Col- Warren after about 6 hours
They
were nice and told mel;
lege in Hopkinsville, where she was a memScores of the F. H. S. Bulldogs' football
they had checked the StatutesZ:
ber of Delta Psi Omega national dramatic or
season, just concluded were as follows: deLaws and they couldn't hol(0
fraternity.
feated Dresden, 12-0; lost to Paducah, 6-30;
me for 30 hours, but if I agaln-:'
spoke
derogatory
IN
OR'.
defeated Murray Training, 32-0; lost to MadAROUND
the Court, of
Miss Gertrude Murphy has returned to Court
isonville, 6-46; lost to Murray High, 0-6; lost
I would be
to a7,,
her home in Chicago after a weekend visit to lengthy prison termsubject
to Mayfield, 0-21; defeated Martin, 21-0; lost
and a flne.g
her sister, Mrs. J. D. White on Eddings I said THANK YOU SIR and;t
to Union City, 6-31; defeated the all-stars,
left the Court.
Street.
20-0.
"This account is not one of *
a big city boy. I have in fact
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Sisson have an- lived in a township of less
December 2, 1949
than 600 population and was the
nounced the marriage of their daughter, Mar- town
board chairman for
tha to Jack Hoyt Moore, son of Mrs. Hoyt years. I thus know some of the8 ;e
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Roberts celebrated
problems encountered by public
Moore and the late Mr. Moore of Fulton.
their silver wedding anniversary Friday at
Officials,"
their home on Jackson street.
"Is this the end of the story?
TODAY COUNTS, TOO
Through the many years that
I have been writing the essays
have ocof this column I
casionally been accused of referring too lovingly to older
times and slighting the present.
Such has never been my intention, for I lived a long time
ago and I am still around here.
In fact, I seem to myself to
have often been pretty critical
of older times, especially when
sanitation, neighborhood morality, and general enlightment
are concerned. One of my longtime friends has often said that
I remember too well the uglier
sides of other times.
As a teacher I could not
escape teaching even if I wanted
to. Consequently, most of these
Interminable essays are designed, consciously or unto "point a
counsciously,
moral or adorn a tale." To
look at any present-day fact
honestly, we must admit that
it had backgrounds. Things do
not "Just happen." When some
fad or other human foible appears, it often has been forming

UilDirory Conner

They were complimented with a lovely
surprise dinner party given by their daughters, Mrs. Bob McKnight and Misses Barbara,
Mary Frances and Carolyn Roberts.

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hunter complimented
their twin sons, John Kay and Chris Ray on
their fifth birthday Saturday from five to
seven o'clock with a lovely dinner party.

Jack Carter, who has been recommended by Congressman Noble Gregory to fill the
permanent position of postmaster at Fulton
has resigned as principal of the Martin, Tenn.
Elementary school. His resignation becomes
effective January 1, 1950.

Jesse S."Yank" Siegel, the youngest son
of the late Henry I. Siegel who passed away
suddenly in New York on November 16 has
been elected secretary treasurer of the Henry
I. Siegel Co., Inc., company officials revealed
today.
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NO -- I promise to use every

honorable method to assure .
that: THIS CANNOT HAPPEN
EN.FULTON - IT CANNOT HAPPEN IN AMERICA - IT WILL
NOT HAPPEN
AGAIN
TO
ANYONE IN FULTON.
"YES I Intend to return to
Fulton whenever my bushman
dictates or whenever I may be
of assistance to MY FRIENDS."
Signed
Charles E. MIngus
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Home, Garden
Members Plan
Nashville Trip

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

, Pictures with predominately
warm colors, red,
yellow,
orange or brown combine easily
.. with frames of gold and or
. warm woods, task and walnut.
_Frames of silver and grayed
tones enhance pictures with
mostly
cool colors, blues,
greens, grays and white.-Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, La
Center, Ky. 42056 Phone 6655671.
Hats
are among the best
friends a woman's face can
have, for they kindly soften
and shade it. Despite the decline in popularity of hats, not
a single top fashion designer
presents a collection without
hats, for they all know very
well that a hat is an indispensable element of an elegant ensemble. There
are certain
social occasions when it is
obligatory for a woman to wear
a hat--at weddings, funerals,
christenings—in
fact, at any
church service--at elegant or
official luncheons, teas, cocktail parties, at all diplomatic
receptions. The errors we most
often make in wearing hats are
to wear a far too dressy hat
in the daytime and a not dressy
enough one in the evening.-Mrs. Catherine C Thompson,
Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone 2362351.
BUYING A DISHWASHER-Look for a model that has
full-size spray arms at top and
bottom, plus a central spray.
This gives more uniform washing as well as rinsing. The
loading capacity is also
wortn the extra cost as the
average family operates the
dishwasher only once a day and
cooking utensils can be washAmonett,
Id also.--Junita
Paducah, Ky.
Courthouse,
42001 Phone 442-2718.
• • • ••
Need bread crumbs for your
holiday cooking? These can be
inade either by hand or in your
blender. To prepare soft bread
4rumbs by hand, use a gentle
shredding motion to pull off
fine crumbs with the fingers
Or fork. Coarser crumbs are
bade by pulling off larger
pieces. To speed up the pro-

NW'

cess, drop
slices of bread
which have been torn into 4-8
pieces into a blender and run
for a few
seconds. Extra
seconds in the blender increases the fineness of the
crumbs.--Pat Everett, Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone
527-6601.
SELECTING A GOOD TOY-Toddlers 18 months to 3 years-The child is more active and
his desire to talk, ride and explore has greatly increased. He
has a vivid imagination and has
fun with playthings that imitate
grownup activity: stick horses,
small tricycles,
wagons,
dress-up clothes, dolls and doll
furniture, simple picture books,
clay and small gym equipment.
• • • •.
MANAGEMENT--How
can
we know that we have been
management?
successful in
What are some evidences? Maybe these guidelines would help:
Does each member of the family
understand the basic problems,
such as how to get along with
each other, satisfy needs for
food, clothing shelter, etc? Does
an opeach member
have
portunity to take part in decision
making? Are they able to make
adjustments when a decision is
made? Is there freedom to discuss controversial matters in
the family group? Do individual
members have a chance to make
independent choices and be responsible for the results? Does
family members ekhowtnitiative
and leadership in management?
Does everyone contribute to the
family to the extent of his
demanding '
withbut:
sacrifice of other members?-Courthouse,
Irma Hamilton,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 Phone 2472334.
*

* * *

Miss Barbara Starnes

Lunching with Mrs. Louie B.
Nunn, Mrs. John Sherman
Cooper, wife of Kentucky's
senior U. S. Senator, admired
the governor's
mansion and
confessed that the idea of the
Coopers becoming the next tenants is tempting.
Mrs. Cooper said she doesn't
know whether the senator is
considering running for governor in 1971, but she knows
he "wouldn't like to retire and
sit on the beach" when he leaves
the Senate. His present term
does not expire until 1972.

jirs,stoku.
. pig
Have Woman's
Club Program

To keep foliage clean on house
plants, use a soft, damp cloth
to remove the dust. A few drops
of olive oil on a soft cloth can
also be used and will leave the
foliage shining. Modern heating systems take a good deal
of moisture from the air so
be sure to give your plants
sufficient water.--Maxine Griffin, Federal Building, Clinton,
Ky. 42031 Phone 653-2231.

. and
Miss Starns is the daughter of MrMrs. Robert Durham of Dresden.
The bride-elect graduated from Dresden
High School and is now attending the University of Tennessee at Martin. She is a Sophomore.
Mr. Burnette is ;he son of Mr. and Mrs.
Naylor Burnette of Fulton and is the grandson
..of Mrs. Harry Watkins and the late Mr. and
Mrs. C. W. Burnette. He graduated from Fulton High School and is now a Senior at th2
University of Tennessee at Martin where he is
majoring in business administration.
No formal invitations are being sent but
all friends and relatives are invited to attend.

Buffet Dinner
At Country Club
A buffet supper has been
planned for Sunday, December
7, at 7:00 p.m. at the Fulton
Country Club. The catered meal
will be $3.25 per person.
Reservations must be in by
Wednesday, December 3, by
calling Mrs. Charles Curtis at
472-3316,

PRETTY MRS. JANE ROGERS,• full-time junior student at Murray State University,
was named "Mrs. Murray State" this week from this field of five finalists. They included, (from left):: Mrs. Kathy Harrison of Benton,• senior business education major; and
Mrs. Jane Rogers of Murray, a junior history and business education major; and (left to
right, rear) Mrs. Caroline Lynch of Water Valley, a senior speech and English mejeri
Mrs. Phyllis Nanney of Murray, a junior home economics major; and Mrs. Rhonda Evans
of Louisville, a junior elementary education major.

(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

Future Nurses Have
First Meet Of Year

The Future Nurses Club of
Fulton High School had their
first meeting Wednesday, November 26, 1969.
Mrs. Mary Demyer called
the meeting to order and the
election of officers was first
to be discussed.
The following officers were
•
elected- Shelia Barron, president, Karen Tress, vice president' Kent Smith, secretary and
treasurer, Louella Puckett, reporter.
Mrs. Braswell,the club spontrmon Workman, Mr. and Mrs. sor, chose "Preparation for a
Ronald Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Career in Nursing." She also
Robert Thompson on the Christ- took suggestions from the memhers for future meetings.
mas Homes Tour.

Luncheon And Homes Tour Part
Of Fulton Homemakers' Meeting

of the Year Award will be presented by Mrs. Bert Yarbro,
Jr.
Thompson
Miss Gertrude
will entertain the group with
Christmas
music
on
the
Mrs. Arch
Dulcimer,
and
Huddleston will review the book.
"I've Only Got Two Hands, and
I'm Ringing Them," by Jane
Goodfill.
Christmas gifts and decorations will be exhibited and demonstrated after the meeting by
Mrs. Claude Middletown, Mrs.
W. B. Sowell, Mrs. Clyde
Fields, Miss Lillian Maddox,
Mrs. Bill Holland, Mrs. Billy
Park Threlkeld, Mrs. Ernest
Jenkins, Mrs. J. M. Mayberry
and Mrs. Bill Fenwick.
The Homemakers will visit
the homes of Mr. and Mrs.

one of
in fact
of less
its the
for 6
pot the
' public

urn to
sinews
nay be
NDS."

Miss Barbara Starnes of Dresden, will become the bride of Larry Don Burn2tte of Fulton in a ceremony December 28, at 3:00 p. m.
in the Cumberland Presbyterian Church in
Dresden with Bro. Oren Stover officiating.

The Fulton Woman's Club
will meet December 5 at 2:30
p.m. in the club home.Theproleader, Mrs. William
gram
Stokes, will have charge of the
Christmas program.
The members are asked to
bring gifts they have made of
have received for a display
being planned.
Hostesses for the meeting
A Christmas Luncheon and
are: Co-chairman, Mrs.Clifton
and Mrs. Roy Latta; Homes Tour will be part of the
Williams
CONCERT
CHORAL
Fulton County Homemakers AnHollancls Fine Horse Mrs. Brown Thacker, Mrs.Ben nual
. Approximately 150 students
Meeting scheduled at the
Davis, Mrs. Ward Burnette and
fall
annual
the
in
perform
will
Praised In Magazine Mrs. Dick Armstrong.
Holiday Inn, Thursday, DecemChoral Concert at The UniThe Executive Board meeting ber 4th, at 11:00 a.m. Mrs.
Mr. Read Holland, son of
versity of Tennessee at Martin
Billy Park Threlkeld, County
Superintendent, will be held Wednesday, Decemto be held in the University former school
President, will have
charge
ber 3, 8:30 a.m. in the parlor
Center ballroom at 8 p.m. on W. L. Holland, and his famed
of
the meeting.
Church.
Baptist
First
the
of
Me,"
"Look
at
harness
horse,
Monday, December 8.
Mrs. W. K. Dickerson will
are being featured in the Nogive the
devotion. Special
THANKSGIVING VISITORS
"Horse
issue
of
vember
,ILE•E
BUNN
Mrs. Matt Deboor awards and recognitions will
Mr.
and
World."
McMaxwell
Mr. and Mrs.
be given in Reading by Mrs.
In the article, "Look at Me" and children, Mat and Irene, P. L. Nichols, County ReadDade's house guest during the
Lexington, spent the
thanksgiving weekend were Mr. was praised for her beauty and from
ing Chairman, and the Homeand alertness in her showings. It Thanksgiving holiday's in Ful- maker of the Year Award will
and Mrs. Herbie Hunt
Bob
children, Conley, Cliff and Dade listed only a few of her num- ton with her mother Mrs.
be presented by Mrs. R. G.
erous honors since 1960.
White.
from Memphis.
McKelvey. Homemakers Club
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Barbara Starnes Of Dresden
Bride-Elect Of Don Burnette

Mrs. Cooper Likes
Governor's Mansion

Planning a party for 800?
That is how many people are
expected to accept the formal
invitation to visit Cheekwood
in Nashville on Friday night,
December 5, to attend the opening "Gala" better known as
'Christmas
at Cheekwood''
where 23 decorated Christmas
trees from many lands will be
on display.
Those attending this eventful
program will be members of the
Cheekwood Association and the
Davidson County Horticultural
Society. The exhibit will be open
to the public daily for 2 weeksDec. 6-20.
The multitudes attending the
opening night will be entertained
by a
quartet of medieval
madrigals from Blair Academy,
singing in the drawing room:
Beegee Bruser's Combo playing in the gallery upstairs: and
the Hi-Lites, a men's quartet,
singing Christmas carols at the
top of the stairs. Foods and
delicacies of many lands will
be served in each room around
the decorated trees.
The Home and Garden Department of the Fulton Woman's
Club is sponsoring a daytime
bus tour to Cheekwood on December 9th, leaving the Methodist parking lot in Fulton at
7:30 a.m. Seats for the return
trip to Cheekwood will
be
$5, with preference going to
the Garden
Club members.
After December 1, the unsold
seats may be purchased by the
general public.
Call Mrs. Jack Allen, Mrs.
Van Latta, or Mrs,Smith Atkins
for tickets.
A partial listing of the trees
from many lands is as follows:
Renaissance
Portrait Tree,
Hungarian
Tree,
Moravian
Tree, Hawaiian Tree,Japanese
Tree, Cookie Tree, Christmas
Town Tree, Lunar Tree, Ice
Tree, American Tree, French
Tree of Paradise, Austrian
Tree, German Tree, Icelandic
Tree, Alaskan Eskimo Tree,
Irish Tree, Luthuanian Tree,
Vistorian England Tree,Italian
Ceppo Tree and Tree of Jesse.

BINGO PARTIES!
Avon French today announced
chat the Illinois Central Se:vice Club's annual Christmas bingo parties have been
scheduled. The first party will
be December 5, at the ShangriLa at 7:00 p.m. The second
party will be December 12,
at 7.00 p.m. at the One and
All Club.

▪
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Miss Susan Warren

Gene Dowdy To Susan Warren
Speak On Music To Receive
In The Schools DAR Award
Dean Dowdy, Supervisor-DiSusan Warren,. daughter of
rector
of Instrumental and Mr. and Mrs. James H. Warren
Choral Music of Hopkins County of South Fulton, Route 2, has
Schools, will give a lecture Dec. been elected to receive
the
9 at Murray State University. annual DAR Citizenship award.
Beginning at 7 p.m. in the Susan was elected by the faculty
Recital Hall of the Price Doyle and student body, and the debased
on
her
Fine Arts Building on campus, cision was
Dowdy will speak on"The Place character and good leadership.
A senior this year, Susan is
of Music Education in Sc hoots."
at secretary of her class and was
Now is his 36th year
elected
Best-All Around in the
Madisonville, Dowdy received
his B.M.E. degree from Mur- Senior class Who's Wno. She
ray State in 1934. Fe was in the has been an honor student her
first class to receive a bachelor four years in high school and
of music education degree from was chosen as the Outstanding
Teenager of America for 1970.
Murray State.
She was the Tenn. delegate to
Since that time he has been the National FHA Coevention
director of band, boys glee Fort Collins, Colorado, and is
club, mixed chorus and choir President of the Obion County
in Hopkins County. Only once Sub-Region FHA. She is cohas one of his organizations editor of the South Fulton High
made below division I in re- School annual, the Deviliar, and
gional, state of national music in her junior year she was South
contests.
Fulton's delegate to the girls
Dowdy frequently serves as State.
She is a member of the First
adjudicator
and
clinician
throughout Alabama, Missis- Church of the Nazarine and is
sippi, Arkansas, Indiana, Ten- the assistant to the pianist.
nessee and Kentucky and is in
constant demand as a guest
Family Visits
conductor.
Last spring
Dowdy
was
honored guest conductor for
the President's Honor Concert
by the Wind Sinfonietta and the
and the Symphonic Band. At this
time, MSU president Harry M.
Sparks presented him with an
award for his service to the
university and western Kentucky.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles
children, Lynn,
Bowers and
Debbie, David and Jeff from
Jackson, Tennessee, spent the
Thanksgiving holidays with both
his and her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. E. Fall, 309 3rd St.,
Mrs. Charles
and Mr. and
Bowers of the Mayfield Road.
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Dear Ann Landers.
Ann Can Really
Tell It Like It Is
Dear Ann Landers: Sooner Doubts."--Also Doubting But
or later your column hits every- No Longer Tortured
body between the eyes. We got
ours a few days ago. It was
Dear Also: Here it iswith my often than not the wife is aware
that letter from the woman special thanks for
sharing but she prefers to behave as if
whose son looked just like "the something painfully close to you. she knows nothing. This ex• • • •.
other man."
cuses herfrom making a move
We too have a son who bears
Dear Ann Landers: A dear which might not be in her best
a startling (and embarrassing) friend of mine Is being played interest---or in the best inresemblance to "the other for a fool. Her husband, who is terest of her family. Informing
man." But emotionally
he's crowding 60, is fooling around a woman that her husband is
mine and this is what counts. with a woman 25 years his cheating is no act of friendship.
There's more
to being a junior. He belongs to a club Real friends spare you grief.
father than being a party to the that meets twice a month. After They don't come with stories
conception.
I
couldn't be he says hello to everyone and that hurt your heart.
•••• «
prouder of this lad if I were is recorded as "present," he
certain he was flesh of my sneaks out. The babe meets him
Dear Ann Landers: Whenflesh. He is everything a father at the door and they go off ever
my husband and I are
could want in a son. The gnaw- together. My husband is in the out in a social group I am
ing suspicion that he is another club and so is my son-in-law. em',arrassed to tears. All my
man's child doesn't diminish They are both on to the game--- husband wants to talk about is
my love for him one iota.
and so is everyone else.
sex. He tells such raw jokes I
The "other man" lives in
This bum has a wonderful want to crawl under the table
this city and we see him and business and a fine family. I and stay there. He doesn't seem
his wife from time to time. hate to see him get away with to know any clean stories-They have several daughters-- sie:h cheap hi-jinks. If my hus- only dirty ones.
no sons. I'm sure every time band was cheating, I'd certainly
To listen to him talk you'd
he looks at this boy he dies appreciate it if someone wised think sex was the most ima little. Fate can be cruel. ME up. Should," be a true friend portant thing in his life. And
I figure I was the lucky one. and tell her?---London, Out. this is what baffles me. To put
Print this if you think it will
it bluntly, Ann, he is completely
help that poor son-of-a-gun who
Dear London: Be a true friend over the hill. And I
mean
signed himself "Tortured By and keep your mouth shut.a4 are completely.

Wouldn't you think a man who
CAN'T perform would stay off
the subject? Please explain.-Raleigh, N.C
Dear R.: Men who CAN perform DO stay off the subject.
The ones who are over the hill
have the one track minds-and the track is usually muddy.
The non-performers
talk
about sex because that's all they
can do---poor things. Now do
you get it, honey/
Christmas can be a problem.
What can you give the person
who
has
everything/
Ann
Landers' new book, "Truth Is
Stranger," is available in book
stores. It can also be obtained
by writing Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, Net Tesey. Price,
$4.95.
Ann Landers will be glad
to help you with yourp-oblems:
Send them to her in ,
are of
this newspaper, enclosing i
enstamped
self-addressed,
velope.
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Bigger Checks Mayfield Meet
Coming For To Discuss New
War Widows Cattle Breed
An informative meeting on
Bigger checks for approximately 168,000 widows are due one of America's newest
in January, Donald E. John- breeds, the Simmental will be
son, Administrator of Veterans held at the Graves County Extension Office on Thursday, DeAffairs, announced today.
Signed by the President on cember 4th at seven o'clock
October 27, 1969, a new law p.m.(700 p.m.)
Mr. Travers Smith, of
(PL 91-96)
authorizes increases for most widows of Cardston, Alberta, Canada, who
servicemen and veterans who headed up the first importations
are eligible for dependency and of Simmental cattle to North
indemnity compensation (DIC). America, will be the featured
DIC payments, Johnson ex- speaker.
The only Simmental (a Swiss
plained, are authorized for widows of servicemen and veterans breed) in North America at the
who died on or after January present time are located in
1, 1957, of service-connected Canada, and United States cattle
producers are using Simmental
causes.
The new legislation does not bulls through A. I, programs.
This breed of cattle has treaffect payments to survivors
receiving compensation under mendous growth and weight for
laws that preceded the DIC age, has excellent meat type
conformation, and have shown
program.
New DIC rates provide $167 their ability to produce under
molthly for the widow of the conditions here in the United
lowest ranking enlisted man States.
The Simmental, whose color
compared to a minimun of
$134 at present. Similar in- pattern resembles the Heremade its
breed, first
creases are
provided for ford
eligible widows of other en- presence known on this continent in 196'7. The Sirnental
listed men and officers.
Effective December 1, the cow is a high milk producer
increase will show up first in with a 4% butterfat content.
checks received in January. The breed is known as a hardy
This increase is automatic and and thrifty type cattle with gentle dispositions.
no application is needed.
All cattlemen interested in
Widows with minor children
will get an extra $20 per moath crossbreeding or breeding up
per child under the legislation. to registered Simmental are
With few exceptions, they get cordially invited to attend this
nothing extra now. Forms for informal meeting and learn
making application for child- more about this important new
ren's allowances will be mailed breed.
Thursday, December 4, 7:00
to all widows automatically,
p.m., Graves County CourtJohnson said.
DIC payments have ...been house.
tied to military pay through a
BASKETBA1.1. LEADERS
complex formula. In raising
Center Mike Rudolphi and
DIC rates, Congress discarded
the complex formula and pro- guard Don McDonald will lead
vided a table of payments based the charges of The University
of Tennessee at Martin basketon pay grade.
who are ball team as co-captains for the
DIC recipients
patients in nursing homes, or 1969-70 season, head coach
who are helpless or blind to Floyd Burdette has announced.
the point that they need regular These two senior standouts
aid and attendance of another were elected by the Vol team
person, may receive an extra members on a basis of leader$50 per month under the law. ship ability and dedication.
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• LOW RATES-Beautifully decorated rooms with
television, air conditioning.
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Bobby Bennett Loan Rates
Made Known
Is Manager
Of Sears Store For Tobacco
Robert A, (Bobby) Bennett,
former Fultonian, has been
named manager of the new
Sears' retail store in Huntsville, Ala., which opened Wednesday.
Bennett a native of Fulton,
is a graduate of Fulton High
School, Class of 1958. Prior
to moving to Huntsville, he
was employed as manager of
at
the shipping department
the Henry I. Siegel plant here.
He is the son of Mrs. Lucy
Day Bennett of Huntsville, and
a brother of Bill Bennett and
Mrs. Terry Joyner of Fulton.
His wife is the former Shirley
Brockwell of Fulton and they
have one child, a five-yearold daughter, Tracy Dean.

THE FULTON HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL TEAM OF 1,27. (Front row, from left): Charles Wright, Chester Buckingham, Wilburn Holloway, Frank Wiggins, Virgil Chapman, Fred Sawyer, Harrison Scates; (back row): C. L. "Cap" Maddox, Robert W. Burrow, Dickie Thomas, Reginald Williamson end "Mascot" Dick 14111. Original photo takes by Cole Studio;
this print courtesy Gardner's Studio.

Deaths
Dewey Chatman
Dewey Henry Chatman, 63,
died about 5:00 p.m. Saturday,
November 29, at the Fulton
Hospital following an extended
illness. Mr. Chatman had been
a resident of the Water Valley
community since his retirement as an employe ofChrysler
Corporation in Michigan four
years ago.
Born in Farmington, Mo.,
February 10, 1906, he was the
son of the late Henry and Cassie
Heath Chatman.
Services were held Monday,
December 1, at 2:00 p.m. at
the Water Valley Methodist
Church where he was a member.
Rev. Danny
Underwood officiated, with Hornbeak Funeral
Home having charge of the interment in the Water Valley
cemetery.
Pallbearers were Ray Boyd,
D. J. Jones, Fred Hedges, Clarence Douglas, Arthur Rose and
Virgil Arnett.
Survivors include his wife,
the former Maurene Puckett;
a daughter, Mrs. Wanda Null
of Action, Mass., a son, Rodney
Chatman, Water Valley; two
sisters, Mrs. Thelma Schrader
of Bernie, Mo., and Mrs.Goldie
Conley of Malden, Mo.

• FAMILY PLANS - No charge for children under IA when in
the same room with parents. If additional room is needed,
single rate would apply for both rooms.
• FltEE PARKING in our convenient indoor garage for overnight
guests and Jim Porter Room dinner guests.
•• LOUISVILLE'S FINEST FOOD in the famous Jim Porter Tavern,
and the unique Derby Room. Entertainment nightly in the
Derby Room. Quick service in the Coffee Shop.
• LOUISVILLE'S MOST MODERN CONVENTION FACILITIES.
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George Gourley
George P. Gourley 89, of
Memphis, died Wednesday, November 26, at 7:30 p.m. at
his home following an extended
Illness. Formerly of Fulton,
Mr. Gourley was a retired
Illinois Central Railroad conductor and had been a resident
of Memphis since 1923. His
parents were the late Dr. and
Mrs. W. W. Gourley of Fulton.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Mott Collins Gourley;
three sisters, Mrs. J. R,
Holland and Mrs. W. D. Merrymen of Fulton, and Mrs. J. W.
Miles of Alhambra, California.
Several nephews and one niece
also survive.
Graveside services were held
Saturday, November 29 at 1:00
p.m., at Fairview Cemetery in
Fulton. Rev. Ellis Veale, minister of the First Christian
Church officiated.

E. W. Hari

Mrs. Lula Thurmond
Mrs. Lula May Thurmond,
900 Vine
of
83, resident
Street, died at 5:15 p.m. Saturday, November 29, at the
Fulton Hospital. She was the
widow of Robert Thomas Thurmond who died in 1939.
Born September 14, 1886, in
Graves County, Kentucky, she
was the daughter of the late
James and Josephine Hays
Flood.
Survivors include a son, C.
J. Thurmond, 510 West State
Line, Fulton; three daughters,
Mrs. Raymond Graddy, Fulton,
Mrs. Baths Rogers, Fulton and
Wiggins, Los
Jack
Mrs.
20 grandAngeles, Calif,
children and 27 great grandchildren. A sister, Mrs. Elizabeth Coleman of Mobile, Ala.,
also survives.
Services were held Monday,
December 1, at the Hornbeak
Funeral Home Chapel, with W
Travis Smith officiating. Interment was In Poplar Grove
cemetery.
Pallbearers were grandsons,
Robert Thurmond, Billy Hammonds, Ralph Pugh,Carl Ervin,
Jane Pugh and David Pugh.

George Bond
George Gollie Bond, 86, died
at 2:00 a.m. Monday, December
1, at the Haws Memorial Nursing Home after an illness of
several weeks.
Born in Weakley County, Tennessee, he was a retired Illinois
Central employee and farmer.
He was the son of the late
Mr. and Mrs. John Bond. He
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church of Fulton.
Survivors include two sons,
A. J. Bond of Gleason, L. D.
Bond of St. Louis; two daughters, Modell Atnipp of Humboldt, Mrs. Clifford Westbrook,
Palmersville, Route 2; a stepdaughter, Mrs. Butch McClain
of Dukedom; a brother, Sam
of Nashville. Twelve
Bond
grandchildren also survive.
Services were held at the
Walnut Grove Methodist Church
Wednesday, December 3, at 1:00
p.m. with Rev. Gerald Stow officiating. Interment was in
the church cemetery.

Fulton Countians
Buy Savings Bonds
The citizens of Fulton County
bought $15,200 of Series E and
H Saving Bonds and Notes during October. Sales for the tenmonth period totaled $138,812.
The county's annual goal is
$256,800. Sales a year agowere
$211,926.
The sales for Kentucky were
$4,355,667
and cumulative
sales reached $44,524,285 or
79.7% of the State's annual
goal of $55,800,000. Sales a
year ago were $47,859,063.
Nationally, the sales of Series
E and H Savings Bonds and Notes
were $438 million. The cash
value of Bonds and Notes outstanding reached $52,120 million.

The directors and 011040g40;
meat of Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Association announce4
recently the loan rates for both
fire-cured and dark air-cured ,
tobaccos.
Grade loan rates for Kenlucky fire-cured tobacco, Type
23, are based on an average loon
level of 44.6 cents per pound
or an increase of $1.50 per
one hundred pounds over la*
year. The grade loan rates
range from 26 cents to 66centSI
per pound.
Loan rates for dark alecured, Type 35 tobacco, are
based on an average of 3941
cents per pound, an increltill
of $1.40 per one hundred pounds
over last year. Dark air-cured
16
loan rates range from
cents to 56 cents per pound.
Holmes Ellis, General Manager of the Association, stated
that reports from the eleven
districts in Kentucky and Tennessee indicate that the crop II
as good or better than last
year with a good color.
The fire-cured crop, 1964,
averaged $49.91 per hundred
pounds last year, an increase
of $6.36 per hundred pounds
over the previous crop. The
new crop is expected to average
appreciably more than last
year.
will offer their
Growers
tobacco in the usual manner
price
supports
will be anti.
and
able to cooperating growers
through the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Assoclatioe
using the services and facilititte
of auction warehouses.
Marketing opening dates have
not been announced.

Elmer Walter Hart, 79, of
Collins Street in South Fulton,
died at 5:20 p.m. Sunday, November 30, at the Parkway Manor Nursing Home.
He was born February 4,
1890 in DeKalb, Ind. His parents were the late Franklin
and Minerva Sweet Hart.
Mr. Hart, an electrician for
Now is the time to
the DTI railroad in Detroit,
ows Doors, 'chops & Breezeways
Mich., moved to Fulton In
1960 following his retirement.
He was a member of the First
United Methodist Church and
B. Daniel Sunday
Morman
School class.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Chloe Rhodenbaugh Hart,
a daughter, Mrs. Glenn (Loa)
ONLY
3 It
Veneklasen, Fulton; a son,
Also in 4 Ii width*
James Ross Hart, Richmond,
see FLEX-0-GLASS
Va.
orS so EASY serrOrN CAN SO RI
is far stro ger than polyethylenesurviving
ar'e four
Also
It's
the
Venekont.ptastuc
grandchildren,
Greg
window materiel
lasen, Fulton, Michael Hart,
iv
GUARA TEED
brother,
Richmond, Va.; a
Warp Oros. chicsee 50[51
2 FULL Y
Pioneers in Plastics Since is
Roscoe D, Hart of South Bend,
John C. Gilchrist, 64, restAt H
Ind.; two sisters, Mrs. Inez
r Dealers Ertrywhere
dent of Regina, Saskatchewan,
Daub of Milwaukee, Wis., and
Canada,
died
Thursday,
NovemDolph
of Los
Mrs. Della
HAVE THE GENUI
ber 27, at the Grey Nun's HosAngeles, Calif.
pital in Canada.
• TOP QUALITYd.
Services were held WednesHis body was flown to Cenday, December 3, at 3:00 p.m. John Taylor Lee, brotherWINDOW
at the Hornbeak Funeral Home in-law of Mrs. R. C. Joyner ter point, Iowa for burial toMATERIALS
chapel, with Rev.George Comes of Fulton and former resident day. He was the husband of the
NOW IN NEAT - SEW 04R
COWOsaapor Pm* oleswrar Woo
".
and Rev. Bill Smalling officiat- of Fulton died Friday, Novem- former Mrs. Mabel Myrick of
Transparent
& Wiwi..., Porch Earlopsris':!
ing, Interment was in Greenlea ber 28 in Bonneville, Mis- Fulton and Paducah.
Plastic
Invitee
sissippi following a long illness.
Cemetery.
His wife, the former Ruby
KY. VILLAGE CHOSEN
STORM
Hamilton, died in 1950.
Kentucky Village, near LexSurvivors include four childWIN
ington,
has
been selected at
ren, Mrs. Jaunita Bailey and
Services for James F. Mrs.
Morton of the first juvenile-delinquent
Katherine
KI
treatment
center
in the nation
Shields, 66, were held at 11:00 Booneville
Will Taylor Lee
35
• FIX f".di •
a.m. December 1, at the Wesley of Mount Vernon, Ill., and Col o raze part in a federal pilot m.o.
Job-bond-IISALIS TO TACK
"
ON
Methodist Church near Beeler- Gettys Lee, US Army, Hawaii. project that provides
ing
assistance to
ton, with Rev. Henry Inman
released
trainees.
officiating.
Mr. Shields, a Hickman
county farmer, was killed Saturday
afternoon when
his
tractor overturned, pinning him
beneath it. The accident occured on Ky. 1529, seven miles
south of Clinton. He was proDr. Wayne A. Lamb, Paris
at:
nounced dead on arrival at the District Superintendent United
Fulton Hospital, Saturday about Methodist Church, will deliver
3:00 p.m.
the MOO a.m. message at the
Born in Bolivar, Tennessee, New Hope Church in the ChestApril 27, 1903, he was the son nut Glade community Sunday,
of the late Atlas and Mandy December 7.
Young Shields. He was a memDr. Lamb was reared in the
ber of the Baptist Church in Chestnut Glade community and
Bolivar.
a cordial invitation is extended
Survivors include his wife, to everyone. A special invitation
the former Edna Cupples; two is extended to all his old
sons, James Shields, Troy, acquaintances.
Tenn., Charles Shields, Union
City; a daughter, Mrs. Lorene
Story, Un on City;two brothers
Joe Shiel
Bolivar, Tenn.,
Milton Shiel s, Route 1, Fulton
and two h 1f-brothers, Noah
Shields, Bolivar and Connie
Shields, Rouje 4, Martin.
Six granjchildren and two
The
Louisville Bar Asgreat gr dchildren also sur- sociation will sponsor
at These Kentucky
legisvive.
lation to add three judges to the
double occupancy • per person
State Resort Parks:
Jefferson County Circuit Court;
one each in the chancery, com• Cumberland Falls at Corbin
and
pleas
criminal
mon
• General Butler at Carrollton
Modern Resort Lodge Room with Two
branches.
•Jenny Wiley at Prestonsburg
Double Beds • All Meals from Sunday
the General Assembly apIf
of
Route
Barber
64,
Arlin J.
• Kentucky Dam Village at
Evening thru
proved the additions, Gov. Louie
3, Martin, died at 2:00 a.m.
Gilbertsyille
Thursday
appoint the three
Friday, November 28 at the B. Nunn would
• Lake Cumberland at Jamestown
Lunch
judges, who would serve
Fulton Hospital following a new
• Natural Bridge at Slade
• Recreation
until after the 1975 judicial
short illness.
elections.
• Carter Caves at Olive Hill
Programs
His parents were the late
•Special
W. E and Geneva Means BarMeals, entertainment, lodging
ber and he was born May 17,
Evening
(double occupancy). Luxurious
1905 in Weakley County.
Entertainment
room with 2 double beds. Sunday
one
only
by
survived
He is
evening dinner to Thursday lunch
sister, Mrs. Baron Dixon of
every week from October 12, 1969
BankAmericard and any
Route 3, Martin.
to March 26, 1970 (except ChristINTERBANK card honored
Services were held Sunday,
#••••
mas week, December 21-27).
November 30 at 1:00 p.m., at
•01.
ANDREWS
Hope Missionary
New
the
Company
interment
FALL
& WINTER
Jewalrf
Baptist Church with
VACATION PLAN IS
in the church cemetery.

PROTECTION
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John Gilchrist

John T. Lee

utss-O-Ng!.,
YR-O-CiusL
EN-GLASI
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James Shields

Builders Supply,Inc. A. Iluddlesion Ca.

Dr. Wayne Lamb To
Give Sunday Sermon

Three More Judges
Asked For Louisville

Fall and Winter

VACATIONS

5

DAYS

4 NIGHTS $44

Arlin J. Barber

Enloy the fun and excitement of holidays at the Arlington. Join the festivities, the dances,
cocktail parties, concerts and other entertainment. There is something planned for every
day of the holiday season-festive buffets and dining in a holiday atmosphere, Bring the
family. There are junior hostesses and supervised activities for the school age childrenbaby sitters available for the pre-schooler. Of course the holidays are a perfect time to
relax in the world famous Whirlpool Thermal
TH1
Baths of the Arlington Bath Department or to
golf at the two championship golf courses.
Guests at the Arlington are pampered especially during the holidays. Come, join the
festivities at the Arlington,
3445TKI.
• RATHS

Ares 3014 HA 3-7771

EDGAR A ).4Ay, .4gr.ARLINGTOP4 HOTEL
NATIONAL PARK

HOT SIPIR1MOS

ARKANSAS

Parts For AllElectric Shavers Al:

IN EFFECT FROM
OCTOBER 12, 1969
THRU MARCH 26, 1970

TRAVEL,Dept. KT-60 I

Frankfort, Ky. 40601
1 0Send Information on Kentucky's
I
Fall & Winter Vacations
(except Christmas Week, Dec. 21-27).
1 0Send General Kentucky
Travel
Information
Call Central Reservations, I
Frankfort, Ky.
I Name

(502) 223-2326
or see your local
travel agent
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS • Chestnut Glade
By Mrs. Carey Friel&

By Mn. Harvey Vaughan

If only I had been born with the ability to reason
and all the wisdom great decisions require.
Then I'd ask Daddy to teach me a prayer.

The Rev. Bobby Copeland
Another
Thanksgiving has
filled his regular appointment passed with many visitors in the
at New Salem Baptist Church community and many bountiful
the; past Sunday, at 11 a.m., meals enjoyed. It is hoped that
and also the evening services, everyone paused at this lovely
whech followed the BTU meet- season to give thanks for the
ing; Sunday school is held at many blessings that each person
10.4.m. On next Sunday after- has received along with some
noon singing will be held at sadness during the past year.
us* dates, the first Sunday It must be remembered that
Dee'. '7. All singers are car- Into every life some rain must
fall and that we would be undiary invited.
Mrs. Buten Lassiter was car- able to enjoy the bright hours
riecl to the Volunteer Hospital if there were no dark days.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copein 'Martin, Tenn., Sunday by
a lickson Ambulance. She is land and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace
suflartng from complications, Hensler from Memphis visited
requiring some blood trans- Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland,
fusions. Each of us hope for Sr. and Gary during the holiday
heic.'a soon recovery.
weekend.
A bountiful Thanksgiving din'thanksgiving guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Grover True were ner was enjoyed in the home of
Mr; and Mrs. Bell Farmer of Mr. and Mrs. John Verhines by
St. :Louis, Mo., Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Eva Brann, Mr. and Mrs.
H. R. True and son and Mrs. Darrel Wright, Mr. and Mrs.
Lenora Ture of New Florence, Harvey Vaughan, Mrs. Boron
Colley and Mrs. Lucy Gibbs.
Mo,
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Brundige
Views reached us of the death
of 'Earl Stunson this district enjoyed a turkey and all the
dinner with Mr. and
trimmings
nuniber 1, early Sunday, at
his:home. He suffered an attack Mrs. Arils Sprayberry and MI .
Funeral and and Mrs. Iticahrd Crider and
of pneumonia.
place are not known son in Fulton.
burial
Mrs. Van Braun who suffered
by your writer at this writing.
He is survived by a sister, a broken arm recently and has
been at the home of her niece,
Mr. Beatrice Stenson.
Spc-41 Llsen B. Lassiter will Mrs. Earl Gossum, in Benton,
arrive this week from Kaiser- Ky., and with Mr. and Mrs.
slautern, -Germany, on 30 day Harvey Vaughan is spending
furlough. He will report on some time with Mr. and Mrs.
Jan,. 2, to return to his base John Verhine. She appears to t:e
he will serve recovering nicely at this time.
there, where
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Sims
another year of duty.
sent served a bountiful Thanksgiving
Get-well wishes are
to Mr. Clarence Berryman, who meal to Mr. and Mrs. Aron
is a patient in Madison County Todd and Mike from Milan, Mr.
General Hospital, under treat- and Mrs. Irvin Brundige, Mr.
and Mrs. Cecil Barber and Mr.
ment and observation.
Reports from the bedside of and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.
Mrs. Totsy Gilliam who has
are
most
Cantrell
Bill
favorable. He is a patient in been a patient in the hospital
Veterans' Hospital, in Mem- in Paducah for the past several
phis, Tenn., suffering from a weeks, due to serious injury
broken ankle, and expects to in a car wreck is reported to
be recovering slowly.
get home soon.
Sympathy is extended to the
The condition of Mr. Emmett
of Arlin Barber who
family
Acree remains critical in the
Fulton Hospital. His sister Mrs. passed away last Friday after
Rebecca Mayo remains at his being a patient at the hospital
bedside along with other rel- for a few days. The funeral
was at the New Hope Baptist
atives.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Mathis Church Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
of the Weakley County Rest
able to spend spent the Thanksgiving holiday
were
Home
Thanksgiving Day with their with Mr. and Mrs. Kenny Wade
children, Mr. and Mrs. Basil and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Colley in Morehead, Ky.and Mr.
Mathis, then they returned
and Mrs. Eddie Gorgan in Nashto the rest home.
had as my ville.
writer
Your
Thanksgiving guests, Mr. and
Mrs Doyle Frields and son,
Kee,' W"rii11sAma. Tenrk.e,
leaving herelor Hickman, KY.,
to •visit their children Mr. and
M. Jimmy Argo, Chad and
Kirberly; the remainder of the
holidays. All of us have enjoyed their visit.
a new well has gone down Christmas seals, an early
at'the J. Carbitt Richmond home
sign that Christmas is aplast week, bathroom installed,
proaching, have begun showing
a .new roof is on, and inside
throughout
sdine panneling put up, which up in mailboxes
Kentucky as the annual Christatilt!' to the convience of their
mas seal campaign to fight
home near here.
tuberculosis, emphysema and
other respiratory diseases, and
underway.
ROUTE THREE air pollution, gets
"Christmas seal contriWilliams
Aline
Mrs.
.
butions are a matter of life
and breath," according to Dr.
Cpl. Carl Lewis who is in E. N. Maxwell, president of the
California, since coming back Kentucky TB and Respiratory
to ..the states from Vietnam, Disease Association. He noted
is home on a months leave with that in 1968 more than 1,000
his wife, relatives and friends new active cases of TB were
in eind around Fulton. We are reported to the State Health
yew happy to have Carl home. Department and that emphy1. anu MI5, i_mv klISHUSK1 sema ranks second as a cause
an son of Detroit, Mich.,spent for disability allowances in the
th Thanksgiving weekend with state.
and Mrs. Lincoln Baily,
M
It is vital," Maxwell said,
no h of Fulton.
"that tuberculosis associations
Williams
Ross
r. and Mrs.
receive generous support in
of ayfield, spent Thanksgiving order that they may continue
da with Mr. and Mrs. Everett vigorous efforts against TB and
Wi lams and Kora.
emphysema, the latter of which
Mrs. Conrad is skyrocketing at an alarming
r. and
Detroit, Mich., rate."
An siok of
extends
vi ed Mr, and Mrs. Harold
campaign
The
H
ins in South Fulton the through December 31.
and
week,
1st r part of last
all visited with Mr. and Mrs.
VETS REP. COMING!
Ev rett Williams, Firday. They
H. S. Miles, a Contact Repre nod home Sunday.
Disr, and Mrs. James Gavrock resentatIve of the Kentucky
Board
an family of Memphis, visited abled Ex-Service Men's
12,
M
and Mrs. Elmer Cannon will be present on Dec.
Comov
the Thanksgiving holidays. 1969, at the Chamber of
r. and Mrs. J. P. Jones merce in Fulton, Ky., to assist
an daughter of PaOucah, spent veterans and their dependents
due
I
weekend with Mr. and Mrs, with claims for benefits
milEd le Bushart in South Fulton, them as a result of their
present
an also visited us Saturday, itary service,He will be
from 9:00 a.m. until 3:00 p.m.
p.m.
in
r. and Mrs. P. J. Brown,
M
and Mrs. Larry Cannon,
and Mrs. James Gavrock,
M
Mrs. David Brown and
M
Mr4 and
and Mrs. George Cannon
webs dinner guests, Friday,
wail Mr. and Mrs. Elmer can" Then Saturday, Mrs. Brsum
nl
ha them all at her place for See US for - - So the family had a
* get together for Thanks- Your Insurance Needs
glder.
lig.
ra. Effie Croft has worked
tha.:past few days in my place
at the Dollar General Store. I
Fulton 472-1341
hasit had a deep cold, but I am
better at this writing.

And I'd ask Mommy to read me a Bible story.
And, if nobody offered to take me, I'd walk myself

to Sunday School.
But, as things are, I've no more say about my
destiny than a missile has. You grown-ups decide
how high—or how low—my life shall be aimed!
And when to launch me! And where!
And, from what I hear, some of us never get
off the ground.
Please ... SOMEBODY ... plan my orbit.

planning
my
orbit
Copynght 1969 Keister Advertising
Service. Inc Strasburg, Va

Scriptures selected by the American Bible Society
Sunday
John
11-18

Monday
John
1:19-42

Tuesday
John
1:43-51

Wednesday
John
2:1-11

Thursday
John
2:12-22

Friday
John
2:23
Saturday
John
3:16-2!

".•
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-Moils Showing Up
In Mailboxes

10

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

E. W. James and Sons
SUPERMARKETS
Union City
South Fulton
Hickman

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

A & P Food Store
Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Ray Williams Insurance
207 Commercial

Hickman, Ky.

472-2430

Mears Street — Fulton
We are closed on Sunday

Hornbeak Funeral Home
302 Carr Street
Fulton, Ky.
472-1412

Park Terrace Motel

Henry L Siegel Company. Inc

Restaurant & Gift Shop
Join us after church on Sunday

Fulton and South Fulton
• Good place to work

Dan -Cream. Inc.

Traveler's Inn Restaurant

K-N Root Beer Drive-In

State Line Fina Station

West State Line
4724457
Fulton, Ky.

Home Cooked Meals - Pies
4799-1772
So. Fulton
Broadway

CLOSED SUNDAY

Leslie Eddington, owner

Evans Drug Company
The Remelt Store
216 Lake Street

472.2421

M & B Gulf

Station

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9068

Kentucky Ave. at Reed

Broadway

So. Fulton

471-1711

Fulton Wholesale Florists
Cut Flowers

Green Florist Supplies
DIAL 47/-1371

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
NM Main Street

472-1362

RICE AGENCY

--.

G

reenfield Monument
— In Operational' Years —

•

4

* Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night "
* Open Sunday Afternoons *

W,', D. Powers

Greenfield

Fatties
Flom,,472-1853

,

Works

Phone 235 2293

Cecil's Garage & Standard Sta,
Wheel Alignment & Balancing
472.1072
110 Lake Street

Archie's Live Stock Barn
Every day we buy A sell all kind of
live stock
Union City — Fulton Hwy.

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

471-2111

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2655

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472-1471

Turner's Pure Milk Co.

Curtis Electric Co.

At the Store—or at your doer
Fulton, Ky.
472-3311

Complete Electric Service
124 Morris
471-2173

Compliments of

Futton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MC0412
Clinton, Ky.
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Lt. Gov. Ford

Postmaster Treas Urges Early
Mailings For Christmas Parcels

ONN

(cote wed from page *
S. F. Plays Rives
as International Vice President in 1958-59.
The Sough Fulton ElemenFord
was Chief Admintary basketball teams will play
istrative Assistant to Governor
Hives Elementary School in the
Bert Combs from December
gym, Thursday
Newly-elected and incum- South Fulton
1959 to November 1961. Next,
nieht. December 4, at 700.
"Don't take a chance on dis- to permit identity in case of mers lost over $7.5 million last
eight
officials
in
public
bent
Ford was elected to the State
Coach Faulkner's boys will be
appointing someone you love, damage or loss of the outside year to dead letter offices. None
will
counties
Kentucky
West
Senate, representing Deeless
going after their 3rd win, and
send your gift parcels and cards address label. The outside label of this would have happened 11
and Hancock Counties during be special guests Dec. 8 at
it is hoped the girls will be
ellirly enough to insure their should be placed on only one the envelopes had contained,*
1966 and 1967. He was elected a Region 1 Forum of Ken- able to make this their first
return address."
delivery
before Christmas side of each parcel.
White
House Conto a four-year term as Ken- tucky's
win.
Greeting cards going to Msnot after," Postmaster Joe
The personnel of the Fulton
tucky's Lieutenant Governor in ference on Children and Youth,
tent states should be mailed
Trees advised today.
to be held at Murray State
Post Office appreciate very
November 1967,
"On the day after Christ- not later than December 10.
Hello From Mandel
much the fine cooperation we
Ford attended the University University.
Mas a post office building can Cards going to local and nearInvitations are being extended
have received from our patrons,
of Kentucky and is a graduate
Mr. and Mrs. K. M Winsbe
the
most
depressing
place
by
areas
should
be
in
the
mail
in the past years and know that
of the Maryland School of In- to local officials in Ballard, ton and daughter Penelope, flew
in the world, if it still contains by December 15.
Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton,
we can expect the same splendid
surance.
to Denver, Colorado over the
Treas
Postmaster
also
ema
mountain
of
messages
of
love
cooperation during this ChristIn 1968 Ford was named as Graves, Hickman, Marshall and Thanksgiving weekend to visit
the
end
phasized
importance
of
cheer
that
it
didn't
make
mas Season.
honorary member of the Leos-- McCracken Counties.
their son, Dr. Ken Winston,
because they were mailed too using Zip Codes and adding a
Newly-elected state legisthe international yough serResident Neuro Surgeon at the
late."
return address to all Christmas
expected
to
atofficials
lative
vice club sponsored by Lions
Colorado
General Hospital.
Such disappointments can be mall. It only takes a couple enollogionmeolnoPion/siedssla
International. Ford is the first tend include: Representatives They visited the Vale Coloavoided if Christmas mailers extra seconds, but pays big
Bardwell;
Guy
Graves,
Ralph
American to receive this honor.
rado Ski Resort, one of the
will
observe the following mail- dividends.
Richard
Murray,
Convinced that most young Lovins,
most famous in the world. ManZIP Codes enable postal eming schedule.
Americans are able and willing Lewis, Benton; Lloyd Clapp, del Brown was their guest for
Gift parcels going to distant ployees to sort and handle the
to take a responsible part in Wingo; and Julian Carroll and supper while visiting there.
mail faster. A return address
states should be mailed by
public affairs, Ford works to David Carter, Paducah.
Mandel, former band instructor
°ember 4. Parcels going to insures that mall that can't be
Senators: Carroll Hubbard,
provide them with challenging
at Fulton High School, sends
Meal and nearby areas should delivered because of an illegible
McCuiston,
Pat
opportunities. He is chairman Mayfield;
all his friends a big "hello."
be mailed not later than De- or incomplete mailing address Young, female,college graduate
of a new organizational, Ed- Pembroke, and Tom Garrett,
will be returned to the sender. seeks employment. Call 472cember 13.
ucational Programs,
Inc., Paducah.
"A return address might not 1795.
Children's Art - - The name and address of both
Berea, which assists many Kenseem
very Important," Mr.
the sender and addressee should
(Continued from page 1)
tucky college students in obtainFamily Gathering
GIFT IDEA! Instruction in
be enclosed in each gift parcel Treas noted, "but last year
ing summer jobs. Also, in 1968
over 32 billion pieces of mail music and theory, Piano and
Thanksgiving guests of Mr. byterian, South Fulton Methohe led the effort which made
went to the postal dead letter Organ, and vocal coaching,
and Mrs. Homer C. Wilson of dist, First United Methodist,
sweeping changes in Kentucky's
• DUKEDOM NEWS branches because the mailing beginning January R. 1970. my
511 Second Street were their AME Methodist and St. Edwards
Democratic Party rules. The
Catholic
churches.
address couldn't be read and studio. I will be located in
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
son and his family, Mr. and
new rules guarantee that at
The Art Exhibit display will
there was no return address on Highland Court, Fulton. 30, 45Mrs. W. S. Wilsonandchildren,
least one-third of Kentucky's
begin
at
3:30
with
the
choirs
the envelope. If you estimate minute, 1-hour lessons. Mrs.
Steven and Deane from Houston,
9030 precinct committee memCarroll English
Mrs. Maude Joyner has been the worth of each of these Leonora Bushart, Phone 236Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Em- singing at 4:30 on Sunday, Debers shall be less than 36
moved to Hawes Rest Home at pieces at twenty-five cents, in- 2396, 103 Wellington Street,
mitt Thomas of Dearborn, Mich. cember 14.
years old and that all 120 county
At a later date the carols to
Fulton, after being hospitalized cluding postage, postal custo- Rickman.
-—
But her arrival in Dr.Tony's turns.
Democratic executive combe sung and the choir direcShe has appropriated her at Lourdes, in Paducah, with a
hospital-clinic, and the events
mittees and the Kentucky State
tors will be announced.
broken hip.
and experiences she witnessed summers to doing mission work
Democratic Executive ComMr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley
there make her story much in a remote village in Austria
mittee include members 35 or
visited friends in the rest homes
more amazing than any non- to build, yes with mortar and
younger.
at
Dresden last week, reporting
fiction material we've ever stone and menial labor, achurch
The following persons were
Ford's many civic activities
for displaced persons. A aim- Mrs. Ada Ross and Mr. T. T.
hospitals
Fulton
read.
the
in
patients
have included Local Director
Mrs.
As a matter of fact Carroll liar task she undertook one year Harris very ill; Mr. and
of the Civitan International, on Wednesday morning.
her amaz- In Texas for the podr and the Sam Mathis doing well and Mrs.
slides
of
showed
us
member of the President's
Hillview Hospital
Essie Todd sitting up and as
,
Fulton's High School Band ing treatment, and surgery, by down-trodden.
Council on Youth Fitness, memMrs. Harold Pewitt, Mary
Her eyes sparkle with the well as could be expected.
ber of National Council for N. Lowe, Billy Clark, Lorri Is already in the process of Dr. Tony, so completely unThomas Bruce was able to
eyes new health she is enjoying.
Religion in American Life, McMinn, Estelle Hale, Fay obtaining many high honors with believable that had our
She is ebullient when she talks come home last Thursday after
member of Kentucky Council Mitchell, Lillian Olive, Fulton; their new director, Jack Sub- not seen the actual account
in the Calloway County
we would have dismissed it as of the work of the Stelle (pro- being
of Education, and finance chair- Paula Griffith, Irene Duncan, lette.
nounced
s-tell) group in Hospital about two weeks. Bela
of
the
story
make-believe
As
approximately
seven
a
man of Audubon Council of Boy Joel Allen Ellis, Mary Jane
Chicago, where she is a teacher. still limited as to his activities
Scouts of America. In 1958, Edmaiston, Mary Bivens, Jack thousand people watched, Ful- first water.
for the next two weeks at least.
To dwell briefly on the med- This group consists of sone)
Ford was singled out by the Groaning, South Fulton; Dessie ton City's band proudly marched
Mrs. Evie Mitchell returned
phase of her abdominal 60 persons in the United States
American Cancer Society for Wilkins,
Loretta Kennedy, themselves into the third place ical
whose dedication it is to pro- to Detroit, with members of the
his outstanding contributions Water Valley; Kenneth Taylor, position in the band competition and back surgery we can only
of family who were here for the
at the annual Christmas Parade say that we saw it performed pagate the true meaning
against cancer. He received Sirley Piercall, Mayfield.
holidays. She plans to stay until
In Union City.
without medical instruments, Christianity.
the Society's Kentucky layman
A probing reporter, cynical about the first of the year. ... GIVE A FAMILY GIFT
without anesthesia, without even
award.
Fulton Hospital
Terry De Freece is in the
MIS CHRISTMAS
so much as stitching the in- of even the most empirical
He is a member of the First
Mrs. Irene Carver, Mrs.
data, asked: "Would yOu saS process of enrolling in an Auto
surgery.
the
cisions
after
Farmers use PCA loons to make possible
Baptist Church, Owensboro.
Cathey, Mrs. Gladys
Lilly
Mechanics
training
course
at
The doctor used his hands, that you are a religious fanatic,
*wee long lasting family gifts like o twiw
Clark, Howard Etherton, J. P.
without surgical gloves, to open are you really well, or have you Mayfield.
Velora Stallins,
Refrigerator. Food Freezer, Range,
Mr. and Mrs. Almond McThanksgiving Guests Farmer, Mrs.
the incision and removs he such faith in GNI, that
you
Mrs. Minnie Watson, Mrs. VirG uire and Miss Mable Cavendar
Washer. Dder ,, or even a brand new
have
convinced
yourself,
mentissue,
and
after
Fultonfinishing
the
the
The members of
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Hyland ginia Colley, Mrs. Pearl
ow you were dinner guests Sunday of
Us* a PCA loon with
IdklataL
tally
and
physically,
surgery,
got
with
some
Club
magnetic
B&PW
Fulton
Murphy, South
of Brandenburg, were Thanks- Binicley, Gertrude
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews. eeparpoont sot up to suit your own shwa
the spirit of Christmas phenomenon, the flesh meshed are no longer ill?"
giving guests of Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. Lillian Cobb, Clarence into
Larry
Matthews
recently
enThis dynamic young lady, yes,
ikon 60 OM a glit the whole family MN
Tuesday night at their De- together again, without a scar.
Ward Bushart of 407 3rd Street. Graham, Fulton, Mrs. Marvin last
that's what the News publisher tared the air force.
held at the
"ONFantastic'
, Ridiculous? HySanders, Lafayette Patterson, cember meeting,
Mrs.
Estelle
Wright
is
imTerrace. After a buffet pnosis? Maybe a little of all called her, accepted the question
Janet Richardson, Mrs. Verna Park
proving at Weakley County Hosbusiness ses- these allegations, but then there with a smile,
Boaz, George Lawrence, South dinner, a short
"No, I am not," she an- pital in Martin.
conducted by the is Carroll to appraise.
Fulton, Mrs. Oder Warren, sion was
About 80 people attended open
swered quietly. "I have a deep
Lou Caldwell.
She is beautifully educated,
Dukedom, Mrs. Evie Taylor, President, Anna
house at Dukedom Flower Shop,
Luting GO for
Zanita Phelps was in charge a degree from the University faith in the powers of God. But
tieg frith PC.Aw.
tte
"Tdre
140 Broadway, South Fulton J. V. Allen, Martin, Mrs. Matihi Fastily
and in true of Florida in Tallahassee, a I also have a faith in what God Sunday afternoon enjoying the
ler Panama LW.°
tie Sisson and Mrs. Myrtle of the program,
displays'
arranied
'by
'Mrs.
she had Master's Degree from Gar- has given Man the powers todo,
Phone 479-1I4
style,
school-teacher
Fields, Wingo; Jerry McCoy,
Roberts and Mrs. Joyce
her "children" choose sides rett Theological School of the and I am trying to achieve that Nancy
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum Mrs. Frankie Walker, Mrs. Alhigh plane of doing His work Brawn.
games.
several
in
compete
and
Chicago.
She
is
University of
marine Yates, Mrs. Pearl Carr,
The following members of the
—Vinyl and Tile
entertained the well traveled, well read, well as He would have humans do.
Water
Valley; Mrs. Leffie The losing side
the ed
the home of
—Downs and McGee Carpeting Baker, Union City, Mrs. Maude winners by singing Christmas informed
beautiful philosophy,from a Mr and Mrs. Hillman Westand intellectually
Carols to them.
beautiful
plateau
missionary
of
highest
Christ
oriented
to
the
Hickman,
A.
G.
Woodruff,
and
—Upholstering, Modern
brook for a Thanksgiving dinEach member brought a gift of insight as to how the world on earth.
Benton; Emmett
Nicholas,
ner:
Mr. and Mrs• Carlos
JACKSON PURCHASE
Antique
State HosAcree, Lynville, Mrs. Blanche to send to Western
Broach
and Johnny Reidland,
Production Credit
exfor
gift
a
also
and
pital,
Carpeting
Kitchen
—Viking
Via, Clinton; Elva Woody,
Mr. gild Mrs. Larry Wooten
proAssociation
the
end
of
the
change
at
NOTEBOOK—
Rives.
Broach and Marilyn and Carolyn
gram.
Broach
and
Marilyn
and
(Continued from page 1)
Carolyn, Paducah, Mr.and Mrs.
Hiekation, Ky.
WARRIIN BARD
Here's A Good Golfing Story
Charles C. Broch and Johnny,
Phone
136-2Ne
Mold Off. Mfr.
Reidland, Mr. and Mrs. Larry
JOHN P. WILSON
THERE ARE many days in the life of a Wooten and Teresa, Mayfield,
Clinton, Ky.
Plead Off. 144e.
golfer when it seems everything goes wrong Dr. and Mrs. Jerry Burch,
Phone 653-5161
Rev. and Mrs.James
and players threaten to commit suicide, volun- Memphis,
The Chief Paduke Collectors
Westbrook and Janice, NewClub will sponsor a Flea Marteer to enter mental institutions, or just go un- bern, Roy Westbrook, Dukedom.
ket Sunday, December 7th, at
Old Medley is bourbon in the
derground and stay there.
the Jaycee Civic Center, 28th
finest traditions of Old Kentucky.
and Park Ave., Paducah, KenLike a couple of golfers at Breck n8t long
tucky. The event will be open
Especially made by
ago who weren't parring the course and beto the public and will last all
Fleischmann to be smooth and
day. There will be plenty of
coming more disguested after playing every
mellow—a 90 proof bourbon
free parking. Admission will
hole. They were showing signs of fatigue, both
remarkably rich in flavor and
be by donation to be given to
a local charity.
character. Yet you'll find it
mentally and physically.
There will be over 50 dealsurprisingly modest in price.
ers at the show selling, buying
We'll call 'em Bill and Bob.
For bourbon you'll be proud to
and displaying antiques, coins,
guns, stamps, Jim Beam Botserve, ask for Old Medley.
Bill was beginning to worry about Bob. So
tles and many other collectable
on
the
ninth hole he pretended to hit an imagiitems.

Elected Officials
Guests Of Murray
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Fulton High Band
On Road To Glory

Lights@ the Holiday Lead
with a PCA LOAN...
•

13&PW Exchange
Gifts After Meeting
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S. P. MOORE & CO.

PCA LOANS

Paducah Collectors
rn Plan Flea Market
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You need afriend now.
They're allsofaraway.
Call,get tendercomfort
cause it been a long hard day.

Friendship Center
(Continued from page 1)
Nelson Tripp, Ed Holt, Joe
Treas, Dick Armstrong, Louis
Wealcs, Mike Butts, M. R.
Ward Johnson.
Jeffress, J.
Also Mrs. Charles Pawlukiewicz, Joe
McCoy, George
Brock, W. L. Fossett,J. E. Fall,
Ron Laird, L. M. McBride, Dr.
and Mrs. R. W. Bushart, Dewey
Johnson, Bob Bay, J. D. Hales,
James Warren,Charles Reams,
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Morgan, Dub
Burnette, Paul Durbin, Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Westpheling and
Clyde Williams, Jr.

nary ball rust off the grass toward the cup.
Bob ran to take the pin out of the cup and yelled, "Come on! Come on! Drop in the cup,
baby!"
Whereupon Bill walked up, put his hand
on Bob's shoulder, sadly shook his head, and
admitted: "Bob, there wasn't any ball involved. Old buddy, maybe you'd better consult a
psychiatrist."

NI

Bob looked amazed.

4N
1 ow

"But Bill, old pal," he said,"I was just doing it to help you. I thought you were thinking
you really hit a ball!"

you
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FOR SALE
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thristn

KENTUCKY SIDE — Remodeled older house, three bedrooms
two baths, large utility room. Up-stairs for workshop, new roof,
aluminum siding. Present loan can be assumed after payment 01
owners. Equity of $3,000.011 Total price $8505.00. Can be used
as a duplex.
„
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IN THE COUNTRY, TENNESSEE — one full acre, City water,
older home that is livable. Total price S5500. $2,000.00 down.
IN THE COUNTRY, KENTUCKY — Three bedroom borne
located on three acres, all modern convenience*, new
orchard. e11,500.00 will trade.

well,

FORESTDALE — Walking distance to town, good small two
bedroom home, new roof, storm doors and siding. Total price—
$650000.

40 ACRES, Located Just East of One and All Club, 1,000 ft.

Dial your lovin' phone calls when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.

highway frontage. City water and Natural gas available, no
buildings. Ideal for new home.

SO Prose. Spnbsoky Straight Bourbon Whiskey.
DieUlkeil by We Flokschreenn Distillin0 Corporation, Owensboro, Kentucky

week

Call Wick Smith, Broker

Mary Chamberland

PHONE 472-1292
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Brown Hy
Tourism Role

TOhl

FRANKFORT, Ky. — Trave
personnel from the Departmen
et Public Information will job
tourism leaders from Kentucky
and 10 other Southern states ir
0 promotional trip to Montreal
and Toronto, Canada this week
_ Representatives of the Southern Travel Directors Association
_ will contact travel agents, news.
and auto clubs, a

on radio and television and distribute travel literature to promote the South as a vacationland for Canadians.
Making the tour will be Commissioner W. L. Knight, Ray
Scott and Bradley Bryant from
the Department of Public Information.
Other Kentuckians Include
rom Brown, a Kentucky Lake
resort owner, representing the
Kentnucky Lake-Lake Barkley
Association.
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QUALITY HAIRGOODS — PERSONAL
SERVICE
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— ATTENTION LADIES —

SE

LOOK YOUR VERY BEST FOR THE
HOLIDAYS — LARGEST SELECTION
IN THIS AREA

SENSATIONAL
Wash & Wear Wigs
All -colors Including
Frosted

THE NEWS =
.:1,TON. KENTUCKY
.
1'l

Educational
Group Includes
Archie Dykes
Dr. Archie R. Dykes, chancellor of the university of Tennessee at Martin, has been appointed to a four-man advisory
committee of the southern Regional Education Board to formulate a program for the development of college and university administrators.
Other members of the committee are Dr. Otis Singletary, president of the university of Kentucky, Dr. Hugh McEntry, vice chancellor of the
-1niversity of North Carolina
and Dr. David Matthews, president of the University of Alabama.
i8 proceeding
The SREB
under the assumption that the
governing of higher educational institutions has become
a
critical area and special attention most be given to help
define and clarify the relationships of the groups making up
the campus community, and the
Internal and external
pressures causing changes In these
relationships.
"The development of capable administrators is crucial,"
Dr. Dykes commented. "In today's
contemporary society
there is a need for information
and assistance in the Identification, training, and promotion
of career patterns of persons
for present and future leadership
positions."
The newly-created committee
will convene in Atlanta Tuesday
to discuss the possibilities for
a program of regional cooperation in the development of higher educational administrators.

Eisenhower
Painting
Is Purchased
FINEST
EUROPEAN
100 %
Human Hair
CASCADES
POSTIGES

- U.S. AmLONDON
bassador Walter H. Annenberg
has purchased at auction a 17year-old painting by President
Dwight D. Eisenhower for $8,720.
The painting, a portrait of
British Field Marshal Viscount
Montgomery, 82, was put up for
sale by Montgomery because he
said he thought it belonged in
the United States.

TOP NAME BRANDS

— Helen Also Features —
The Finest 100% EUROPEAN Human Hair
FULL WIGS — WIGLETS — FALLS
HELEN'S TOWN - COUNTRY WIGS
Located1 Mile East of Fulton on East State Line
Owner Helen Mosley

The American Embassy said
later that Annenberg would offer the painting to the British
government with the suggestion
that it be hung in the British
Embassy in Washington.
Montgomery, Ike's comrade
in arms during World War
recalled that he sat for Eisenhower while he was the general's deputy as supreme allied
commander in Paris.

‘mis

Army Missile Plant
Strike Comes To End
— A
LAWNDALE, Calif.
strike at the Lawndale Army
Missile plant, which halted production of the Shillelagh missile
for 20 days, has ended with
United Automobile and Aerospace Workers agreeing to a
new three-year contract.
The strike involved 800 workers.

40'44

Be A Bountiful Santa
NEXT YEAR

Ray Harm Is Great As
An Entertainer Too
By HALL ALLEN
Sun-Democrat Special Writer
If Ray Harm ever decides to
quit painting birds and animals
and wild flowers he can make it
as a standup comedian.
He proved it Monday night as
he took time out from preaching
conservation and explaining the
techniques of wildlife painting
to give the hilarious details of a
dinner he attended at the White
House.
More than 300 persons attended "An Evening with Ray
Harm," which was sponsored
by the Ray Harm Gallery in the
Paducah Bank and Trust Co.
The dinner was held in the
Jaycee Civic Center.
A new wildlife film, "The Last
Great Strand," narrated by
Harm was shown. It was made
in the Corkscrew Swamp of
Florida which Harm and two
other wildlife artists, Guy Coher r yl
'leach and Don E c k
helped save through the sale o:
prints of their paintings.
Harm's narration of the film
was a masterpiece of simple but
poetic language, but it was his
story of the White House dinner
that coOtured the audience.
Wide-eyed as a kid in a toy
shop, he told of receiving an invitation to dinner during the administration of Lyndon B. Johnson. He said he pondered for
sometime whether it would be
worth the price of a tuxedo, but
finally decided to go when he
found that he could rent one for
$13.65. He made the trip after
on White House etireading
quette in an encyclopedia.
He said he got along fine, only
he couldn't think of anything to
say to the President except "all
the folks back home wanted to
say howdy."
Harm said he r.,ver found out
'how he happened to get the invitation. Since President Johnson
had been having troubles with a
portrait artist, reporters were

anxious to find out whether he
had been commissioned to do
pictures of the President and his
family.
"I told them no," he said. "I
Just painted real birds. No Lady
Birds."
He summed up the dinner
with, "We ate real good there."
Answering questions from the
audience he revealed that he has
commissions for paintings now
to keep him busy 12 years, that
he now gets from $1,000 to $16,for each of his paintings. He
added that the owner of the
original painting of his Eagle
and Osprey had refused an offer
of $80,000 for it. Harm denied
that he has broken business relations with Wood Hannah, Louisville business man, who gave
him his first break several years
ago. Harm said the rumor of the
break started when he went
west some months ago to do pictures of western animals and
birds.
Shown at the dinner was a
printer's proof of the next Harm
print, that of a meadow lark.
His next painting will be of a
wood thrush, he said.
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income enough to have hie- ova
plane, which he flew to Padvacah
Monday. He was accompanied
by Mrs. Harm.
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then president of the University
of Kentucky. He was commissioned by Hannah to do 20 paintings, and was employed as a naturalist in Kentucky state parks.
He said that under the sponsoiship of Hannah, he now has

Also on exhibit was a samph
of his newest vehicle— H a r rr
prints on Spode bone china. H€
was commissioned, he said, tc
do a set of 12 American birds
for the British company. A set
of the 12 plates, he said, would
sell for "'way too much, $330"
when they finally go on the market.
Harm told his audience that
he never went to school, "so that
didn't stand in my way of getting an education." Actually,
Harm's formal education ended
in the sixth grade in a one-room
school on Cheat River in West
Virginia. Later he was denied
admission to art schools because
he could not qualify scholastically. He attended a commercial
art school in Cleveland and late
was allowed to do some wor
at the Cleveland Institute of Art
He was for some years .
"starving artist" until he was
discovered by Dr. Frank Dickey,
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